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TH^IS PROSPECTUS
Public Relations Significance:
This paper will seek to determine the knowledge of, and attitudes and
opinions about the public relations field as held by freshmen at CLA, CBA, CGE
and 5PRC* An evaluation of knowledge and attitudes held by college freshmen
toward the field of public relations will be of value in determining what cor-
rective and/or strengthening measures could be instituted on the high school
level. Hy the same token, knowledge of attitudes and opinions held by college
freshnen will provide an opportunity to plan a course of action which could
be administered through the students' remaining college years, in order to build
more favorable attitudes toward the field of public relations.
Problems to be Solved?
Qeneral Objectives:
1. Measure the extent of knowledge concerning the field of public
relations as held by freshren at CLA, CBA, CG T : p and SPRC.
2 Q Determine the prevalent attitudes of the freshmen toward this occu-
pation,
3, Determine the advisability end nossibilities of improving this know-
ledge of and attitudes toward the field of public relations*
Specific Objectives
i
1. How much do the respondents know (factual knowledge) about PR C
a. Amount of training reovired (technical).
b. Salary range of beginnprs in the field, rn*-1 of established
practitioners,
c. v a,ior gosls of occupation and ™a,1or problems.
^This paper will be based on a study undertaken at the Boston University School
of Public Relations and Communications by graduate students enrolled in a re-
search seminar under the direction of Dr. Nathan "accobvj, "ewso' Professor of
Opinion Research and Chairman of the Division of Research.

2d a T :ajor accomplishments of public relations*
e„ Contribution to the national economy.,
f What the job consists of»
go Sources of information about the occupation,,
h Opportunities for advancement
io Stability and security of occupation.
2 Attitudes oni
a. Relative "prestige" of public relations field
.
b Kind of people who enter this occupational area ( stereotypes )
„
Co Ethical standards of the occupation,
d« Whether advantages (salary, status g etc.) worth the disadvantages
and amount of training recniired.
e. Interest in the field*
(1) As a profession,
(2) As a supplementary t>rofes3i@n
3. Needs and/or possibilities for public relations work*
a c To whom should it make its apoeals?
b. "What specific goals should it have? 'rtmt factors should be stressed?
Co In what directions should it go? How can it best be accomplished?
Analysis of Area to be Studied:
The field of public relations will be compared to chemicel enpineering,
business administration, certified public accounting, journalism, pcientific
research, and mechanical engineering, where this comnarison will help to establish
the relative standing of the public relations field.
Approximately 7^0 freshmen at the various schools have been included in
the survey. Information obtained from these respondents will be subjected to
a comparative analysis byt sex, age, major field of study, veteran or non-veteran.

3father* s occupation, highest grade in school (completed by parents) employment
or non-employment during school year, kind of work, (if employed), grade point
ratio and family income*
(Samples of a few of the tables which will be Included as part of the
analysis relative to the general and specific objectives are shown on
the attached sheet.
)
Study Procedures
Freshman classes at CLA, OCT", CBA and SFtC were chosen for this survey
as fairly representative of Boston University freshmen, and 9 possibly , of fresh,
men at other universities. The cuestionnaire method was selected to implement
the study* An open-end questionnaire wps designed and administered to college
students not enrolled ?t Boston University, This pre-test was conducted in
order to check on the structure and capprehensibility of the questionnaire,, Re-
plies received in the open-end questionnaire were incorporated into closed«=end
cuestions, where practicable, and a second cuestionnaire uas constructed* This
second cuestionnaire was then pre-tested,..,sgain off the University campus*
final revision of the cuestionnaire was then undertaken. Arrangements ware m?de
with instructors o* freshmen at CLA, CBA, CG^ and SP3C to administer the mes-
tlonnaires during a regular class session of fresh-nan "n^lish,, Approximately
hO classes were Involved in the study. The questionnaires were administered by
graduate students of PR 721. Average time for cvuOLetion of the cuestionnaire
was apuroxinrtely 35 minutes. Students were not recuired to sign the face sheet,
in the belief that anonviity would lead to less constraint about answering cues-
tions. After administration of the questionnaires, replies were coded upon 13*
cards for tabulation and crose-comoarlson. This thesis will be essentially
based on the results of this survey, in terns of the knowledge of and attitudes
toward the field public relations, and its relationship to the other fields
surveyed
.
#
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
One of the functions of public relations is the measurement of attitudes,
opinions and the extent of knowledge held by various publics as related to proL
fessions, organizations or individuals which are served by the public relations
field. To fulfill this service function in the best possible mejiner, the public
relations field needs the wholehearted cooperation and understanding of the gen-
eral public.
Public relations cannot expect to operate at peak efficiency if the gen-
eral public has little knowledge of the work performed by the field, or if the
regard in which it is held by the general public is unfavorable. In it's con-
stant efforts to gain recognition as a profession, the field of public rela-
tions a«eds to know where it stands. It needs to know where it's practitioners
have succeeded in the eyes of the public, and where they have fallen down.
Public relation's techniques, so often used in the evaluation processes
by PR, can be utilized for self-evaluation. The attitudes of the general pub-
lic toward the field can also be measured. The possession of knowledge as to
the relative standing of the public relation's field can lead to corrective
measures to change misconceptions about the field, or enforcing measures to
strengthen those cualities which the public may regard as good.
It is hardly practicable to survey the attitudes and the extent of know-
ledge held by each particular segment of society. It is desirable, however, to
become familiar with the attitudes of certain influential groups which have the
potential to influence other groups. College graduates, by nature of their ed-
ucation and general entrance into positions of responsibility, are considered
to be an influential group in modern society. The opinions they hold are often

haccepted as relative standards by other segments of the population.
Mere possession of a college education does not necessarily qualify a
man to be an expert in all fields, however. The propensity toward specialize-
tion in a modern sd ciety dominated by increasingly complex technological ad-
vances, in many instances, has tended to channel the education of individuals
into narrow fields. Under the circumstances, it is virtually impossible for
the individual to have an understanding or knowledge of many fields, other than
the area of specialization. It would follow, therefore, that unless a college
student (or the average citizen) had a particular interest in a specific field,
or in the ramifications of that field, he may not be aware of work carried on
in that area or it's impact upon society.
It is in the interest of public relation's practitioners, dependent to
some degree on the opinions of college graduates, to see that college students
ave had an opportunity to base their opinions of public relations on accurate
and adequate knowledge. This is particularly true where the public relation's
field is increasingly looking to college ranks for personnel replacements, or
expansion of the field through new labor recruitment.
Statement of the Problem . It was the purpose of this study to determine the ex
tent of knowledge of, anr attitudes and opinions about the public relation's
field as held by approximately 1$0 freshmen at Boston University.^ Freshman
classes at the College of General Education, the College of Business Adminis-
tration, College of Liberal Arts and the School of Public Relations and Commu-
nications were selected as fairly representative of freshmen at Boston Univer-
sity. It may also reasonably assumed that freshmen at Boston University axe
fairly representative of freshmen at other universities.
^This study is based on a class project undertaken at the Boston University
School of Public Relations and Communications by graduate students enrolled in
a research seminar under the direction of Dr. Nathan Naccoby, Newsom Professor
of Opinion Research and Chairman of the Division of Research. The project sur-
veyed student opinions and attitudes toward several occupational fields. The
author was a member of that class.

An evaluation of knowledge of and attitudes held by college freshmen
toward the field of public relations will be of value in determining what cor-
rective and/or strengthening measures could be instituted on the high school
level. By the sane token, knowledge of attitudes and opinions held by college
freshmen will provide an opportunity to plan a course of action which could be
administered through the students' remaining college years in order to build
more favorable attitudes toward the field of public relations.
General Objectives .
1. Measure the extent of knowledge concerning the field of public rela-
tions as held by freshmen at CLA, CBA, and SPRC.
2. Determine the prevalent attitudes of the freshmen toward this occu-
pation.
3. Determine the advisability and possibilities of improving this know-
ledge of and attitudes toward the field of public relations.
Specific Objectives .
1. How much do the respondents know (factual knowledge) about PR.
a. Amount of training (technical or educational).
b. Salary range of beginners in the field, and of established
practitioners.
c. Major goals of occupation, and major problems.
d. Major accomplishments of public relations.
e. Contribution to national economy.
f. Type of work performed by the public relation's practitioner.
g. Sources of information about the occupation.
h. Opportunities for advancement.
i. Stability and security of occupation.

2. Attitudes on:
a. Relative prestige of the public relation's field.
b. Kind of people who enter this occupational area (stereotypes).
c. Ethical standards of the occupation.
d. Whether advantages (salary, status, etc.) worth the amount of
training and work required.
e. Interest in the field as a possible career.
3. Needs and/or possibilities for public relation's work.
a. Need for corrective and/or strengthening attitudes toward field.
b. Factors to be stressed.
Methods Used . The questionnaire-survey method was chosen to implement the study,
An open-end questionnaire was dirst designed and administered to students not
enrolled at Boston University. This pre-test was designed in order to check on
the structure and comprehensibility of the questionnaire. Replies received in
the open-end questionnaire were incorporated into closed-end auestions, where
practicable, and a second ouestionnaire was constructed. This second question-
naire was then pre-tested. .. .again off the Boston University campus. Final re-
vision of the questionnaire was then undertaken.
Arrangements were made with Deans and instructors of freshmen at CLA,
CBA, CGE and SPRC to administer the questionnaires during a regular class ses-
sion. Average time for completion of the questionnaire was approximately 35
minutes. The questionnaire vra.s administered by graduate students of PR 721
(Fall semester, '£3) to about UO freshman classes. Students were not required
to sign the face sheet, in the belief that anonymity would lead to less con-
straint in answering questions. After administration of the questionnaire, re-
plies were coded upon IBM cards for tabulation and cross-comparison. Coding

was done by graduate students of FR 721 under the direction of f'alcolm Klein,
research assistant to Dr. Maccoby, and the author.
The questionnaire-survey had been designed to obtain student opinions
about several occupational fields, as well as public relations. These fields
were: business administration, scientific research, journalism, chemical engi-
neering, mechanical engineering and certified public accounting. In some in-
stances within this study, comparisons will be made of student attitudes toward
public relations with attitudes toward the fields of business administration,
scientific research and journalism. This comparison may serve as a basis for
evaluation of the relative standing accorded to public relations by freshmen.
Analysis of responses will also be made by various background factors
which were believed to have had some possible effect on the responses of the
students. These background factors include sex, age, school, grades, employ-
ment during school year, parent education and income, etc.
Definition of Terms .
Survey or Occupational Study . The words survey or occupational study will re-
fer to the original project undertaken by graduate students of PR 721 at the
Boston University School of Public Relations and Communications under the direc-
tion of Dr. Nathan Kaccoby.
Students, jreshmen or Respondents . Used interchangeably within thi s study,
the words students, freshmen or respondents indicate the 750 Boston University
freshmen who form the basis of this report.
CIA, CBA, GGE and SPRC
.
Occasionally within this study, the abbreviations CLA,
CBA, CGE ajid SPRC will be used. These abbreviations refer to colleges within
Boston University in which the freshmen who make up the basis of this study
•
tare enrolled. They are the College of Liberal Arts, College of Business Admin-
istration, College of General Education and the School of rublic Relations and
Communications
.
Crossbreaks or Cross-reference, Analysis by Background Factors . The terms
crossbreaks, cross-reference or analysis by background factors are generally
considered to be IBP jargon. Within this study the terns are to be interpreted
as meaning the analysis of responses by freshmen on the basis of such factors
as sex, age, grades, parent education and income, employment, etc.
Procedure in Writing of Study .
Chapter II will contain pertinent information of the backgrounds of the
respondents. This information was gathered from the face sheets of the survey-
questionnaires. Such background factors may aid in the evaluation of student
resoonses. Tables have been compiled and included within Chapter II, where
possible, to indicate the differences between males and females and to ascer-
tain group totals.
The relative knowledge of the freshmen concerning the public relation's
field will be the subject of Chapter III. The delineation between knowledge
and attitudes and opinions is always difficult to determine. Therefore, Chap-
ter IV, entitled "Attitudes and Opinions Toward the Public Relation's Field"
is not be be sharply separated from Chapter III. The division so made was
arbitrary, and was decided upon to avoid the inclusion of a long, unweildy
section within the report.
Chapter V contains the analysis of responses by background factors.
Whereas in Chapter III and Chapter IV responses were analyzed by the t otal
number of freshmen in each group, Chapter V will consist of analysis of responses
•
by sub-divisions within the total groups. This would include differences that
exist between male and femsle students, as well as differences that might occur
based on other background factors.
Chapter VI includes a summary of the conclusions end recommendations
that might be drawn on the basis of findings noted within the study. The
Appendix includes the basic tables from which the various figures appearing
within the study have been drawn.

8CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON RESPONDENTS
In order to more fully understnad the attitudes and opinions of the
Boston University freshmen surveyed in this study, it is desirable to have some
knowledge of the particular backgrounds of the respondents.
For this purpose, the freshmen were requested to fill out a face sheet,
listing their age, sex, school within which enrolled, major field of study,
military status, marital status, father's occupation, highest grade finished in
school by mother and father, employment during school year, grade-point ratio,
approximate family income, etc. The freshmen were not required to sign the
face sheet or the questionnaire in the belief that this procedure oould tend
to elicit more frank responses from the students.
Included in the background information are the replies of students as
to whe ther or not they had decided on their future occupation, importance
attached to choice of occupation before entrance into college, and subjective
responses to factors freshmen consider most important in choosing their partic-
ular occupation. An awareness of the collective backgrounds of the freshmen
will lead the reader to a more factual interpretation of the knowledge of and
attitudes and opinions toward the field of public relations as held by certain
Boston University freshmen.
The following tables are presented with little comment. They represent
the background material gathered on the face sheet of the questionnaire, and
are largely self explanatory. In some instances within the body of the report,
some of the categories will be grouped, where feasible and practical, to sim-
plify analysis.

TABLE I
AGE OF RESPONDENTS
Total
Years Hale Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Less than 18 years 62 12% 55 23% 111 16%
18 years 228 hS Ihh 60 372 51
19 years 6k 12 23 8 87 11
20 years 13 3 U 2 17 2
21 years 15 3 $ 2 20 2
Over 21 years 127 25 9 U 136 18
Not Ascertained 3 0*
Totals 509 100^ 2U0 99% 752 100^
N=752
« Less than § of 1%
Sixty-seven percent of the freshmen were 18 years of age or less. This
figure represents U5 percent of the total male sample, and 60 percent of the
female sample. Eighteen percent of the males fall into the 19, 20 and 21 years*
old category, as compared to 12 percent of the females. Twenty-five percent of
the male freshmen were over 21 years' old. For purposes of later analysis, the
respondents will be grouped into three categories: 18 or under in one category;
1% 20 and 21 in a second group; and over 21 in a third group.
TABLE II
SEX OF RESPONDENTS
Sex No. in Group Percent
Male 511 6Q%
Female 2hl 32
Totals 752 100"
N-752
Male students in the survey outnumbered the female sex slightly more
than two to one.
•
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TABLE III
SCHOOL WITHIN WHICH RESPONDENTS ARE ENROLLED
School Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
College of
121 127 jj f° 2)i8
i *^ >~i /^v m A ^3 ^ v\ 0(Y1dU ( Q7 OOP,cc.0
ooxxege ox
87 17 3U iii 121 16
School of PR and
38 7 17 7 55 7
School of
h 1 U 1
College of
Industrial Technology.. 17 3 17 2
School of
1 0* 23 10 3
Boston University
(School Unspecified ) . .
.
25 5 15 6 Uo 5
Not
9 2 3 1 12 2
Totals 509 100£ 2h0 100^ lh9 100$
N-509 N«2U0 N-7U9
*-Less than \ of 1 \
This study was designed primarily for administration to freshmen in CLA,
CBA, CGE and SPRC. However, the Boston University practice of permitting stu-
dents of one school to take classes in another resulted in the inclusion of a
relatively small number of those students in the survey results. Where analy-
sis is to be made by enrollment in school, the analysis will be restricted to
the four major categories.
TABLE IV
MILITARY STATUS OF RESPONDENTS
Status Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Veteran lUl 28$ 1* 2% 1U5 19%
Non-Veteran 366 71 200 83 566 75
Not Ascertained h 1 37 15 IjJL 6
Totals 511 100^ ~~2Ur~ 100$ 752 lOOlC
N=5ll N=2kl N=752
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TABLE V
MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS
Status Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Married 31 6£ 5 2% 36 $%
Single U73 93 232 96 705 9h
Not Ascertained 7 1 k 2 11 1
Totals 511 100^ 2lq 100^ 752 100%
N-5H N*2iil N-752
Due to the disproportionate percentage of unmarried to married students,
no attempt will be made to evaluate possible differences in attitudes or opin-
ions between the two groups.
TABLE VI
GRADE-POINT RATIO OF RESPONDENTS
Average Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percer
(A Average.
, 90-Above ) . .
.
35 756 67 28$ 102
(B Avg. or 80-90) 270 53 136 56 U06 5U
(C Avg. or 70-79) 169 33 22 9 191 25
(Below C Avg. Under 70... 6 1 2 1 8 l
31 6 11* 6 h$ 6
Totals 511 100% 2U1 100% ?52 100%
N-5ll N«2U1 N»752
Because the freshmen surveyed were in their first semester at college,
and, as such, not likely to be knowledgeable about their academic standing,
respondents were asked to indicate what their grades were during their last
year in high school. Some of the students may have projected what they be-
lieved their grades were as college fresh/nen. Notable in Table VI is the fact
that 28 percent of the female students placed themselves in the "A" category,
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as opposed to seven percent of the males. A more equitable distribution is
apparent in the "B" category, but the lower academic standing of the males is
once again evident in the "C" classification. Only one percent of each group
placed themselves in the "Below-C "grade-point ratio. Where grades are to be a
factor in analysis, the respondents falling below the "C" classification will
be grouped with the "C" group.
TABLE VII
EXTENT OF FATHERS' EDUCATION
Education Kale Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Some high school 129 2$% 51* 22% 183 2\\%
Finished high school 139 27 58 21* 197 26
Some college 57 11 1*0 17 97 13
Finished college 63 13 32 13 95 13
Beyond college 36 7 16 7 52 7
Not Ascertained 87 17 1*1 17 128 17
Totals 511 100* 2U1 lOOt 752 100^
N-511 N-2U1 H«752
TABLE VIII
EXTENT OF MOTHERS' EDUCATION
Education Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Some high school 97 19$ 53 22% 150 20%
Finished high school 220 1*3 93 38 313 1*1
Some college 61 11 36 15 97 13
Finished college 1*9 11 18 7 67 9
Beyond college 6 17 3 13 2
Not Ascertained 78 15 36 15 11* 15
Totals 511 100% 2)43 100% 751* "lOOT
N-511 N«21*3 N-751*
The extent of parent education varies slightly-. Twenty percent of the
mothers (of the respondents) had at least some high school education, as com-
%t
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pared to 2U percent of the fathers. A wider disparity is evident among parents
who finished high school. Forty-one percent of the mothers finished high school,
as compared to 26 percent of the fathers who did so. More males than females
tended to graduate from college and to go beyond for more academic training.
In part, this study will seek to determine whether or not the education of the
male parents is reflected in the attitudes and opinions of the college fresh-
men.
TABLE IX
APPROXIMATE YEARLY INCOME OF RESPONDENTS' FAMILY
Income Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
f2,000-$3,900..,
000-45, 900..,
$6,000-^7,900. ..
$8,000-19,900..,
$10,000-0ver...,
Don't Know
Not Ascertained,
. 63 12% 29 12% 92 12%
.135 26 52 22 187 25
. 69 lh 19 8 88 12
.
29 6 lh 6 k3 6
.
51 10 2k 10 75 10
. 97 19 76 32 173 23
. 67 13 2k 10 91 12
5ii 100% 238 100% 1k9 100?
N=238 N=7U9
Totals
M=5ll
Approximately 23 percent of the respondents did not know whet their
family's incane was per year. It is interesting to note that of those who did
not know, 32 percent were females, as compared to 19 percent of the males. For
purposes of relative comparison within the study, the income groups will be
divided into categories of low, medium and high income
.
Slightly less than
37 percent of the freshmen come from families with an average yearly income of
less than 36,000 per year. Ten percent of the students (of those who estimated
their family income) reported that their families had an average yearly income
n excess of ^10,000 per year.
tt
TABLE X
PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS WHO WORK
DURING SCHOOL YEAR
Respondents Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Work 289 57% 102 1*2% 391 52%
Do not work 210 hi 13h 56 3hh h&
Not Ascertained 12 2 5 2 1? 2_
Totals 511 100% 21+1 100% 752 100%
N-511 N«2iil N-752
Slightly more than one half of the freshmen work either full or part-
time during the school year. Fifty-seven percent of the male students find
employment, as compared to h2 percent of the female students.
TABLE XI
PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE DECIDED
WHAT FUTURE OCCUPATION WILL BE
Respondents Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Have decided 262 51% 131 %% 393 $2%
Have not decided 21+6 U8 107 \& 353 U7
Not Ascertained 3 1 3 1 6 1
Totals 511 100% 2U1 100% 752 100%
N=5H N=2hl N-752
Although college students are generally not expected to choose a major
field of study until the beginning of their third or junior year, 52 percent
of the freshmen said that they had decided what their future occupation would
be. Research studies have indicated, however, thst the occupation chosen by
the student in his freshman year is not necessarily the major field that he
will continue to follow in college, or go into after graduation.
•9
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TABLE XII
IMPORTANCE RESPONDENTS ATTACH TO CHOICE OF OCCUPATION
BEFORE ENTRANCE INTO COLLEGE
Response Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
2h% 51 21% 17U 23^
, ,
260 51 136 56 396 52
.. 101 19 U7 20 11*8 20
.. 2k 5 6 2 30 h
.. 7 l 3 1 10 1
Totals 515 100% 2U3 100£ 758 100%
N=5l5 N=2U3 N=758
Even though 52 percent of the freshmen said that they had already chosen
their future occupation, only 23 percent of the respondents considered this to
be a very important decision before entering college. It should be noted,
however, that 95 percent of the freshmen do attach some degree of importance
to such a decision.
TABLE XIII
FACTORS MOST IMPORTANT TO FRESHMAN
IN CHOOSING HIS OCCUPATION
Factors Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percei
Interest in the field. .
.
. 399 78,1 206 852 605 Q0%
Satisfaction from work . . 2U9 U9 119 62 398 53
Opportunity for
1*5 ho. 230 73 30 303
1*6 U8 20 282 37
Your special abilities.. . li|2 28 103 13 11*5 19
Contribution to society. . 66 13 62 26 128 17
Prestige of occupation.
. U7 9 13 5 60 8
. 23 5 2h 10 U7 6
. 55 11 15 6 70 9
Totals Il0i5 2&h% 693 287% 2038 269 c£
N=5H N=2l*l N=752
(Freshmen were requested to list the three factors they con-
sidered to be most important.
)
»
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Interest in the field, satisfaction from work and opportunity for ad-
vancement rank in that order as factors most important to freshmen in their
choice of occupation. Potential income ranks in fourth position, but there ii
some variance between men and women as to it's importance. The prestige of
the occupation and amount of training required were placed at the bottom of
of the list. These factors will be discussed to a greater extent within the
report.
TABLE XIV
FACTORS CONSIDERED MOST IMPORTANT IN JUDGING SUCCESS
IN OWN OCCUPATIONAL FIELD
Factors Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percen
365 12% 157 653 522 69%
Satisfaction from work... 257 50 162 66 1*19 56
168 33 131 $k 299 ho
206 ho h9 20 255 33
Contribution to society.. 156 31 95 39 251 33
Reputation in the field.. 176 36 60 25 236 31
Position in the field.... 87 17 26 11 113 15
Reputation outside field. U5 9 19 8 6h 9
8 1 6 3 Ik 2
Totals 1U68 28Q% 705 291^ 2173 2QQ%
N-511 N-210- N-752
(Freshmen were requested to list the three factors they con-
sidered to be most important.)
Boston University freshmen consider personal happiness, satisfaction from
work, competence in thejob, and income as factors most important in judging
a person's success in his own occupational field. Contribution to society,
reputation in the field, position in the field and. reputation outside the fiel
follow in that order. It is interesting to note that males and females differ
to a considerable degree, in some instances, in factors considered important
in judging personal success.
•
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CHAPTER III
RELATIVE KNOWLEDGE OF FRESHMEN
CONCERNING PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
The knowledge that the freshman has concerning the public relation's
field is relative to his personal contact with the field and whatever infor-
mation secondary sources have provided for him. His attitudes and opinions
toward this occupation are, in part, guided by this body of knowledge. It is
the responsibility of the public relation's profession that available informa-
tion be reasonably accurate, if the field expects to attract high calibre per-
sonnel, or desires to build more favorable attitudes toward itself.
This chapter will seek to determine the extent of knowledge as held by
approximately 7S>0 Boston University freshmen about the public relation's field.
The accuracy or inaccuracy of this knowledge will, in large part, be left to
the interpretation and judgment of the qualified practitioner.
Material will be presented in a manner largely resembling a question
and answer design. In some instances, bar graphs will be used to better illu-
strate the findings, ^nalysis in this chapter will be confined to interpre-
tation of responses by the total number of students in each group. Fore
detailed analysis by sex and other background factors will be made in another
section of this study.
FIRST-HAND CONTACT WITH PUBLIC RELATIONS (See Appendix, Table 15, p 59.)
Thirty-three percent of the Boston University freshmen reported, that
they had had no first-hand contact with the public relation's field. Of stu-
dents who did come in contact with the field, 10 percent reported a great deal
of contact, with 5U percent reporting some to very little.
•
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ESTIMATE OF HOW WELL KNOWN IS PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See Appendix, Tsble 16)
Forty-five percent of the respondents said that the public relation's
field was not very well known, with four percent stating that it was not known
at all. Less than twelve percent of the freshmen reoorted that the field was
very well known. Thirty-four percent said that it was known to ^uite a few
people. The fact that nearly one half of the resoondents considered the public
relation's field to be relatively unknown may be a reflection of the lack of
personal contact with PR and the scarcity of authoratative information in the
regular channels of communication.
WHERE FRESHMEN REPORTED PICKING UP KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
See Appendix, Table 17
.
)
Source
Newspapers
,
Fig. 1
Radio :1
TV :
Friends :
Classes :
Popular Magazines :
Trade Journals :
Hearsay :BHHM
Relatives.
Work
Others
Not Any.
N-752
% 10 20 30 hO 50 60 70 80 90 100
(Freshmen not limited as to number of responses.)
Information about the public relation's field was picked up from a
variety of sources by the freshmen. Newspapers, radio and TV proved to be the
primary sources of information. A possible indication of increasing interest
in public relations may be discerned from student reports that much informa-
tion was gathered from friends, relatives and hearsay. The field has apparently
»
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been a topic of conversation. But reliance for information about PR from
such sources as friends, relatives and hearsay appears to be further indication
that authoratative information is lacking in the regular channels of communi-
cation.
WHERE FRESHMEN WOULD GO TO PICK UP KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
See Appendix, Table 18)
Source Flg# 2
Library :HSESH
Books
Person in the field
SPRC ,
School :H8HH
Write PR dept. of Go
Trade journals
Guidance dept
Write to government....
Newspapers
Others
Not Ascertained
% 10 20 30 UO $0 60 70 80 90 100
N-752
Although newspapers proved to be the vide st source for gathering infor-
mation about the public relation's field, slightly more than one percent of the
students would turn to this media for picking up knowledge about the public
relation's occupation. Freshmen listed the library as the primary source for
gathering such information, with books reported by 10 percent of the respondents
Trade journals were listed by only four percent of the students. The listing
of a person in the field, writing to the PR dept. of a company and writing to
the government may be an indication of uncertainty in the minds of the stu-
dents as to whether there is sufficient or reliable information about public
relations to be found in the regular media of communications. Reference to
SPRC IS a logical recognition of the Boston University school.
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ESTIMATE 0? WHAT THE PUBLIC RELATION'S PRACTITIONER DOES IN HIS EVERYDAY WORK
(See Appendix, Table 19)
Type of Work Fig> 3
•
Dealing with people, :
better relations, etc ... . :8wm«WMM«wB
Publicity, sales promotion:
Advertising :BHB
Public-organization :
relations sIHH
Personnel work :BHB
People's personal problems :BHH
Inter-group relations :HBB
Labor-management relations :HB
Research :HS
Consumer research :H
Social work :B
Radio & TV :B
Propaganda, influences. . . . :B
Newspaper xork :E
Coordinator of information :B
Work with government :H
Other :H
N-752 % 10 20 30 h0 50 60 70 80 90 100
(Freshmen were not limited as to number of responses) 1
There appears to be some confusion in the minds of the Boston University
freshmen as to just what the public relation's practitioner does in his every-i
day work. This may have been the result of lack of direct contact with the
PR field, or inadequacy of accurate information available to the students con-
cerning the occupation. There is the possibility, also, that the variety of
responses concerning the everyday work of the PR practitioner may have been a
reflection of the diversity of duties he is actually called upon to fulfill.
Dealing with people and encouraging better relations, ranked first by
freshmen, was listed by 22 percent of the respondents. Publicity, sales pro-
motion and advertising were grouped in second position by 16 percent of the
reshmen, with public-organization relations ranked third. The listing of
personnel work, consumer research, newspaper work, radio and TV, social work
1 Relative knowledge about the PR field, as held by the f reshmen, was generally
ascertained through open-end questions to avoid possible orompting through use
of check-list type cuestions.
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and disseminators of propaganda indicate misconceptions on the part of the
students as to the basic functions of the public relation's practitioner.
YEARS OF EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL NECESSARY TO BECOME A PUBLIC RELATIONS
PRACTITIONER1 (COMPARATIVE) (See Appendix, Table 20)
Education Fig. U
0-3 years.
* Q00000000000
sHHHHHHHHH
: 0000000000000000000000000000000
k years ;XXXXX
LHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
$ years ,
6 years ,
¥.ore than 6 years,
Not Ascertained..,
N=752
! 00
:XXXX
:HHKH
: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
:HEBS
iHHHH
:
•0
:HH
0000 Business Admin.
XXXX Scientific Research
3HBB Public Relations
HHHH Journalism
% 10 20 30 UO $0 60 70 80 90 100
Sixty-six percent of the freshmen reported that at least four years of
college were necessary to become a public relation's practitioner. In contrast,
72 percent of the freshmen said that four years, or more, would be necessary
for entrance into the business administration field. Seventy-six percent of
the students reported that at least four years of college were necessary for
journalism, while 93 percent reported that four years or more beyond high
school were necessary for entrance into the field of scientific research. Of
the surveyed fields, the students reoorted that scientific fields required the
most education.
lln some instances within the study comparisons will be made to the fields of
business administration, scientific research and journalism to provide a basis
for relative evaluation of opinions and attitudes toward the PR field as held
by certain Boston University freshmen.
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AVERAGE STARTING INCOME FOR NEWCOMER IN PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See Appendix,
Table 21)
Fig. $
Income
$2,000-13,£oo.-.,
;,3, 600- o,000...
$5, 100-36, 500...
,$6,600-$8,000...
$8,000-0ver
Not Ascertained,
1 0000000000000
:XXXXXXX
:HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHtiHHHHHH
: 00000000000000000000000
: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
iHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
; 0000000
iXXXXXXXXXXXX
:HHH
00
:XXXXX
:
:XX Field Median
0000
:XXX
:HHH
0000 |U,U2ii
XXXX U,800
BSBD 3,6£0
HHHH 3,325
N»7£2 % 10 20
0000 Business Administration
XXXX Scientific Research
Public Relations
30 kO 50 60 70 80 90 100
HHHH Journalism
* Less than i of 1%
Freshemn ranked starting income in the public r elption's f ield consid-
erably lower than starting income in the business administration or scientific
fields, but slightly higher than the field of journalism. Forty-seven percent
of the students placed starting income for the PR practitioner at below $3,5>0(
per year. Business administration was placed at this incone level by 28 per-
cent of the students, while less than lh percent rated scientific research as
low. Twenty-four percent of the students estimated the starting income for
scientific research as high as $5>,100—$6,500 per year. Only Ik percent of the
respondents were as optimistic about the field of business administration. Less
than seven oercent of the freshmen placed the public relation's field as high.

'00
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AVERAGE YEARLY INCOME FOR ESTABLISHED PERSON IN PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See
Appendix, Table 22)
Income
6
$3,000-SU,900
$5,000-^6,900
$7,O0O-$8,90O
:^9,000-:$10,900.
^1,000- $12,900
L.3,000-0ver
Not Ascertained
tHHHHH
=0000000000
tXXXXXXXX
: HHHHKHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
; 0000000000000
:XXXXXXXXXXXXX
iHHHHHHHHHHH
: 0000000
:XXXXXXXXXXX
:HHHHH
; 0000
:XXXX
:HK
Field Median
0000 $8,630
XXXX 8,820
BBHB 7,U00
HHHH 6,830
N»752 % 10 20
0000 Business Administration
XXXX Scientific Research
30 UO $0 60 70 80 90 100
Public Relations
HHHH Journalism.
The average yearly income for the established person in the field of
public relations is considered to be lower than average income for the business
administration and scientific fields, but higher than for journalism. The dif-
ference is not as great, however, as was noted by the students in their esti-
mates of starting income for the various fields. Forty-two percent of the re-
spondents reported average income for the public relation's practitioner to be
below $6,00 per year. Fifty-one percent of the students estimated the income
of the journalist to be below the level of $ii,900« Less than 22 percent of th
freshmen placed the average income for the man in scientific research b elow
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$6,900 per .year. Business administration was rated at the $11,000 level by 19
percent of the students, but less than eight percent of the freshmen estimated
average yearly income for the PR man to be as high.
TYPE OF PERSON WHO GOES INTO THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See Appendix, Table 23)
Type of Person ?
Extrovert. :
Likes people :
Understands people and :
their problems :
Personable, even tempered:
Persuasive :
Good personality, and/or :
character :
Aggressive :H
Interest in helping people
and society :E
Intelligent :E
Quiet :E
Ambitious :B
Creative, clever :B
Lack of integrity :B
Others
Not Ascertained
N-752 % 10 20 30 hO $0 60 70 80 90 100
The type of person who goes into the public relation's field has many
characteristics, according to the freshmen. The students conceive of the pub-
lic relation's practitioner primarily as one who is an extrovert, likes people
and understands them and their problems. He is also considered to be personable,
even tempered, persuasive and endowed with a good personality. Not as flatter-
ing, however, was the extremely low rating accorded to such characteristics as
intelligence, ambition and creativeness, which were listed by less than one
percent of the respondents. Other responses, reported in the "other" category,
classified the practitioner as religious minded, interested in radio and TV,
business minded, one who likes to write, and lacking in integrity.
f
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PERSONAL QUALITIES MEEDED TO SUCCEED IN THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See Ap-
pendix, Table 2^)
Qualities Fig * 8
•
Getting along well with people...
Understanding of people
Interest in people
Good judgment...
Organizing ability
Intelligence
Perseverance
Honesty
Practical outlook
Active nature
Creativeness
Ambition
wamam
N*752 % 10 20 30 kO 50 60 70 80
(Freshmen asked to check four most important oualities of 12 listed)
The Boston University freshmen reported that getting along well with
people, understanding of people and interest in people were the outstanding
personal qualities needed to succeed in the public relation's field. Intelli-
gence and honesty received only a median rating. It is also interesting to
note that creativeness and ambition were placed at the very bottom of the list
by the students.
MAJOR GOALS 0? PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See Appendix, Table 25)
Goals ^e- 9
90
Better relations, understanding :
between people :
Better company-public relations :
Better labor-management relations...:
Improve human relations :
Help for those in need :
Peaceful use of atomic energy :
New improvements, new inventions. . . .
:
Find secret of universe :
Improve defense, security :
Truth :
Advance the field :
Others :
Hot Ascertained : ^•:*^o]olo^;•^;^:<:..o•;^^•^i.^>^>]^^lc•lvlv^:,W'^w•M•iK^
N-752 % 10 20 30 kO 50 60 70 80 90 100
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More than 52 percent of the respondents were uncertain as to what the
goals of the public relation's field were. Better relations and understanding
between ceople was listed as the ^ejor goal by 17 percent of the students.
Nine percent reported better company-public relations, with five percent list-
ing better labor-management relations. Misconceptions about the nature of
work performed by the public relation's practitioner was evidenced by refer-
ences to such goals as peaceful use of atomic energy, new improvements, new
inventions, the improvement of defense and security, and the attempt to find out
the secret of the universe. It is interesting to note that truth, as a goal,
was mentioned by less than two percent of the respondents. Advancement of the
field was reoorted by less than one-half of one percent of the freshmen.
MAJOR FAULTS OF PUBLIC RELATIONS (See Appendix, Table 26)
Faults 10
Unethical, incincere :
Limited opportunities :
Low Wages :
Too much bad advertising..:!
Not well established :
Misinterpret attitudes. . . .
:
Does not reach the people.
Hard to get a job in :
Others :
Not Ascertained :
N-752 % 10 20 30 U0 50 60 70 80 90 100
-"-Less than § of 1%
Approximately 85> percent of the freshmen found no major faults within
the public relation's field. However, the faults which were listed, while not
mentioned by a large number of students, reflect misconceptions or misunder-
standing of the occupation. Four percent of the respondents considered public
relations to be unethical and insincere. Bad advertising was reported by two
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percent. Misinterpretation of attitudes, does not reach the people, not well
established, low wages and limited opportunities were listed by from one to
three percent of the students.
SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS 0*1 PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See Appendix, Table 27)
Achievements
Better labor-management :
relations :
Better entertainment :
" company-public relation
" advertising :
COMMUNICATION :
Contribution to charity...:
Not Ascertained
N-752 % 10 20 30 hP 50 60 70 80 90 100
A relatively small number of respondents jound major faults with the
public relation's field. By the same token, a relatively small number of stu-i
dents accorded specific achievements to the occupation. More than 80 percent
of the freshmen were unable to do so. The^argest single achievement mentioned
by the students, better labor-management relations, was listed by less than
five percent of the respondents. The relationship of entertainment to the field
of public relations was not made clear by the freshmen, but four percent of the
respondents listed it (as an entertainment) as an achievement of the occupation
.
Better com unication, better advertising and better company-public relations
were each listed by less than two percent of the students. Other achievements
reported by less than one-half of one percent of the respondents include new
techniques to bring people together, establish need for public relations, bet-
terment of social welfare, etc.
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CHAPTER IV
ATTITUDES AND OPINIONS
TOWARD THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
It is difficult to separate actual knowledge from attitudes and opinions.
This factor was apparent in Chepter III. Within Chapter IV, emphasis will be
placed on the relationship of the public relation's field to €he fields of
business administration, scientific research and journalism. The comparison
of the field of public relations to the fields of business administration, sci-
entific research and journalism may give the public relation's practitioner an
indication as to the relative standing of his field, at least in the minds of
the Boston University freshmen. The comparison might further serve as a basis
for approximation as to where the public relation's field stands in it's efforts
to be recognized as a nrofession.
WHETHER ADVANTAGES OF THE PUBLIC RELATIONS FIELD ARE WORTH THE AMOUNT OF TRAIN*
IMG AND WORK REQUIRED (See Appendix, Table 28)
Resoonse
Definitely worth it
Probably worth it
Don't Know
Probably- definitely not.
Not Ascertained
Fig. 12
11=752 % 10 20 30 UO 50 60 70 80 90 100
(No comparison made to other fields)
SiKty percent of the students reported that advantages in the public
relation's field would probably, if not definitely, be -worth the effort re-
quired for entrance into the field. Twenty-seven percent of the respondents
said that they did not know whether the advantages would be worfoh the amount
of training and work required. Uncertainty may have been the result of lack
•
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f knowledge about the field. Less than six percent of the freshmen said that
theadvantages to be gained were not worth the training and work required.
SERIOUS CONSIDERATION GIVEN BY BOSTON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS TO PUBLIC RELATION'S
FIELD (See Appendix, Table 29)
Field ^8- X3
Business Administration. . : 0000000000000000
Scientific Research :XXXXXXX
Public Relations .........
Journalism : HHHHHHHHHHHHH
N=752 $ 10 20 30 hO 50 60 70 80 90 100
Approximately 23 nercent of the freshmen have given serious considera-
tion to possible entrance into the public relation's field. This compares with
33 percent who have given serious consideration to business administration, Ik
percent to scientific research and 26 percent to journalism. In addition, 12
percent of the students reported thst they held a special interest in the PR
field. Of the students who had reported deciding upon their future occupation.
10 percent said that they had chosen business administration, two percent had
selected scientific research and one percent had chosen public relations.
(Fifty-two percent of the freshmen reported that they had decided on their
future occupation.
)
fie:IDS WHICH ARE OVERCROWDED AT THE PRESENT TIME (See Appendix, Table 30)
Fields Fig- lh
Business Administration. . . : 0000000000000000000
Scientific Research :X*
Journalism : HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
N-7S2 $ 10 20 30 UO 50 60 70 80 90 100
More than 20 percent of the students consider the field of public rela-
•
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tions to be overcrowded. Business administration was reported as overcrowded
by 38 percent of the freshmen, journalism by h3 percent, but scientific research
was placed in this category by less than one-half of one percent of the students,
FIELDS WHICH HAVE MADE THE MOST PROGRESS IN LAST 1$ YEARS (See Appendix, Table
31
}
Fields W*' 15
Business Administration. . . : 0000000
Scientific Research ;XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXmXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Journalisn :HHHH
N«752 % 10 20 30 hO 50 60 70 80 90 100
The field, of public relations was credited with making more than twice
as much progress as the field of business administration and more than four
times as much progress as journalism in the last 15 years, in the opinion of
the Boston University freshmen. The scientific fields were listed as having
made the most orogress, however.
FIELDS WHICH PROVIDE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT (See Appendix, Table
32)
Opportunity 16
Very good,
Good,
Fair,
: 00000000000000
: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
:HHHHHHHHHH
; 0000000000000000000
:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
: HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
=00000000000
:XXXXXXXX
: HHHHHHHHHHHHH
Poor to very poor,
: 00
:XX
:HHHH
: 00
:XX
0000 Business Admin.
XXXX Scientific Researc
mm Public Relations
HHHH Journalism
Not Ascertained
N=7£2 % 10 20 30 hO 50 60 70 80 ' 90 ^100
:HH
•)
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Opportunities for advancement in the field of public relations were
rated less favorably than opportunity in scientific research or business admin-
istration, but were considered to be virtually equal with the journalism field
Nevertheless, $9 percent of the students reoorted that opportunity for advance-
men in public relations was "good" to "very good". Less than five percent of
the students said that opportunity in the public relation's field was "poor"
to "very poor'.'
FIELDS WHICH OFFER GREATEST OPPORTUNITY 0? SUCCESS FOR QUALIFIED PERSON (See
Appendix, Table 33)
Fields Fig ' 17
Business Administration. . . : 0000000000000000000000000000
Scientific Research :XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Public Relations t HfflMBBBWBBfflBB
Journalism : HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
N-752 (Median) 0123U£67
(Based on ranking of seven surveyed fields; most important - 7; least important
Apparently opportunity for advancement and opportunity for success are
not one and the same, in the collective opinions of the Boston University fresh-
men. In terms of greatest opportunity for advancement, scientific research
received a higher rating than did the field of business administration. The
opposite was true in terms of opportunity for success of a qualified person,
however. Generally speaking, a partial answer for this apparent paradox may
lie in the fact that students may concede that opportunities for advancement in
scientific research are great, but the level to which the scientific researcher
may rise, from the standpoint of earning nower and leadership potential, is less
than is possible in the field of business administration. Public relations was
ranked in sixth Dosition, out of the seven fields surveyed, in terms of oppor-
tunity for success. Journalism was listed in the last position.
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RESTRICTION OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See Appendix,
Table 3k)
Fig. 18
Least restricted,
Restriction
HHHHHHHHH
OOOOOOOOO
Most restricted :XXXXXXXXXXX
000000000000000000
xyjaxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
In-between.
Not Ascertained.
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHlfflHHHH
0000000000000
XXXX
':»IOIi>K'!:*.'K']»>)t>I'>I'?!«:I01'>IO
HHHHHHHHHHHH
00000000
xxxxxxxx
BHHHHHHHH
N»752 % 10 20 30 kO 50 60 70 80 90 100
0000 Business Administration
XXXX Scientific Research
EEI5B Public Relations
PiHHH Journalism
Scientific research is considered by the students to be less restricted
in terms of job opoortunities than other surveyed fields. Business administra-
tion is regarded as slightly less restricted than public relations, but the PR
field was said to be much less restricted than the field of journalism. Approx
imately 30 -percent of the students placed business administration, journalism
and public relations in the "In-between" category. This occurrence could be
interpreted as signifying that restriction or non-restriction of job opportun-
ities isoften dependent upon the^ndividuel concerned, or upon the specific
circumstances surrounding the particular job. Uncertainty could also be a re.
flection of inadequate or inaccurate knowledge about the fields.
The fields vJ-iich were considered by the students to be most restricted
in terms of job opportunities were also listed as the most overcrowded.
••
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IMPORTANCE OF FIELDS TO NATIONAL KCONOMY (See Appendix, Table 3$)
Fig. 19
Fields
Business Administration. . rOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
Scientific Research rXmXXmXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Public Relations :EW^mfflfMV}Vi2iWMiem®vmw\5&
Journalism : HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
N=752 (Median)0123U567
(Based on ranking of seven surveyed fields; most important = 7; least important
The field of business administration was ranked above all other surveyed
occupations in relative importance to the national economy. Despite the appar-
ent lack of knowledge about the public relation's field, and lack of first-hand
contact, the students ranked the PR field fourth in importance to the national
economy. Business administration received a median rating of 5.7; scientific
research, U.7; chemical engineering, h.2; oublic relations, Ii.O; mechanical
engineering, 3»8j certified public accounting, 3.2; and. journalism, 2.9 .
SECURITY OF FIELDS DURING AN ECONOMIC DEPRESSION (See Appendix, Table 36)
Security 20
Secure.
Not Secure,
Don't Know.
; 00000000
:>x-oc3cxxxxxxxmxxxxxxxxxxxm
:WWWBME
:HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
: 000000000000000000000000000000000
: HHKHHHKHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
; 0000000000
:xxxxxxraxx
rHHHHHHHHHH
0000 Business Admin.
XXXX Scientific Research
BBBB Public Relations
HHHH Journalism
N=752 % 10 20 30 hO 50 60 70 80 90 100
Twenty-seven percent of the freshmen rated the public relation's field
as secure during an economic depression. But h9 percent reported that the PR
field was not secure, with the remaining 2h percent of the students stating
that they were uncertain or did not know. Scientific research was rated as the
•
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most secure. The Boston University freshmen rated the business administration
field as the least secure, and were about evenly divided with respect to journa-
lism.
EXISTENCE OF UNETHICAL PRACTICES WITHIN FIELDS (See Appendix, Table 37)
Fig. 21
Frequency
Yes, very often,
Yes, sometimes.,
No , never
,
Not Ascertained,
N-7^2
1 00000000000000000000
:XXX
i HHHHHHHHHHHHRHHHHHH
; 000000000000000000000000000
:xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
;HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHKH
:XXXXXXXXXXXXX
BH
:HH
: 00
:XXXX
:HHH
0000 Business Admin.
XXXX Scientific Research
BBBB Public Relations
HHHH Journalism
% 10 20 30 hO $0 60 70 80 90 100
Unethical practices occur much less freouently in scientific research
than in other surveyed fields, in the opinion of the Boston University fresh-
men. The students asserted, however, that unethical practices did occur in
all of the surveyed fields. Twenty-seven percent of the freshmen reported
that unethical practices occurred "very often" in the public relation's field*
60 percent reported unethical practices as occurring "sometimes" within PR,
and four percent said that such practices did not occur within the field. The
most frequent occurrences took place in the field of business administration,
according to the students, followed by journalism, public relations, certified
public accounting, mechanical engineering, scientific research and chemical
engineering, in that defending order.
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FIELDS WHICH HOLD HIGHEST PUBLIC RESPECT (See Appendix, Table 38)
Fields FiS- 22
Business Administration. . : C000OO0O000000000
Scientific Research :XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Public Relations ; DdMMpqpqKMMMBtipp
Journalism : HHHHHHHHHHHH
N-752 (Median) 1 2 3 U $ 6 7
(Based on ranking of seven surveyed fields: most important = 7; least important = 1
The field of public relations was ranked last, of the seven surveyed fields
as to relative standing in public respect. Scientific research was placed well
above all other fields by the freshmen, followed by chemical engineering, (U.7);
mechanical engineering, (U.l); business administration, (U.O); certified public
accounting, (3.1 ); journalism, (3.1)5 and public relations, (3.0).
FIELDS WHICH HAVE DONE BEST JOB OF BUILD IMG REPUTATION WITH GENERAL PUBLIC (See
Appendix, Table 39)
Fields FiS- 2 3
Business Administration. . : 00000000000000000
Scientific Research : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJXXXXXXXX
Public Relations
Journal i sm : HHHHHHHHHHHHH
N«7£2 (median) 1 2 3 h 5 6 7
Although the students ranked the public relation's field last in terms
of relative standing in public respect, of the seven fields surveyed, they placed
the PR field fifth in terms of fields which have done the best job of building
their reputation with the general public. Scientific research received a rat-
ing of 5.6; chemical engineering, (U.2); mechanical engineering, (3.9); busi-
ness administration, (3.9); public relations, (3.8); certified public account-
ing* (3.1i); and journalism, (3.3).
(I
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES BY GROUP
AND BACKGROUND FACTORS
The analysis of information in terms of the total number of respondents
in a particular group may not always reflect the opinion§6f a segment of that
group. Background factors and other forces often tend to exert an influence
on the responses of the individual. It will be the purpose of this chapter to
report differences in responses within the various groups, where such differ-
ences appear to be significant or indicate a trend.^ However, differences
within a group do not necessarily imply a causal relationship to that particu-
lar group. For example: differences in opinion by several age groups are not
necessarily related to the differences in ages alone. Other factors may have
influenced the act\ial response. (Refer to body of reoort for analysis by to-
tal group
.
)
RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE DECIDED ON FUTURE OCCUPATION (See Table XI, p lh )
Fifty-four percent of the female students said that they had decided on
their future occupation, as opposed to !?1 oercent of the males who had done so
Relative age made little difference among males in their decision, but females
over 18 years of age appeared to be much less certain about their future occu-
pation than the 18 or-under group. Freshmen in the higher grade-average levels
tend to select an occupation before entrance into college more readily than
students in lower grade-average levels. Fifty-six percent of the students in
CLA and 75 percent of the freshmen in SPRC said that they had selected an oc-
cupation, compared to U9 percent of the CBA students and 26 percent of the
freshmen in CGE. Family income, employment and military status appeared to
Due to li itations of available research funds, not all relevant crossbreaks
have been made. An attempt was made to select some of the crossbreaks that
were predicted to be most important. It may well be the case, however, that
much of the analysis remaining to be done would prove to be highly fruitful of
important information, if undertaken.
j
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make little difference in student responses. Sixty-two percent of the children
of male parents who had graduated from college, or had some college training,
reported the selection of an occupation before entrance into Boston University.,
Approximately U8 percent of the children of male parents who had no more than
a high school education said that they had chosen their future occupation.
IMPORTANCE RESPONDENTS ATTACH TO CHOICE OF OCCUPATION BEFORE ENTRANCE INTO
COLLEGE (See Table XII, p l£ )
There are no substantial differences between the male and female sex
as to the importance of choosing an occupation before entrance into college.
Females over 18 attached less importance to choice of occupation that did the
18 or-under group, while the male age grouos were in relative accord with each
other. Although students with higher grades tended to pre-select their future
occupation more readily than students in lower grade classifications, there were
no significant differences between the two groups as to relative importance of
such a choice.
Generally, income level did not appear to make a great deal of differ-
ence, though students with a family income of over .^10,000 per year attached
less importance to choice of occupation than did the lower income groups. CGE
students considered occupation choice less important than did freshmen at CLA
and CBA. The college education of the male parent was not reflected in the im-
portance of occupation choice before entrance into college, as opposed to the
choice of an offspring of a non-college parent. But students of male parents
with an education that carried on beyond college appeared to attach less im-
portance to such choice than did the college or non-college groups. Employment
-nd military status made but slight difference in the responses.
€
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FACTORS MOST IMPORTANT TO FRESHMAN IN CHOOSING OCCUPATION (See Table XII, p l£)
Freshmen ranked interest in the field, satisfaction from doing work,
opportunity for advancement and potential income as the most important factors
in their selection of an occupation. Special abilities, contribution to society,
prestige of the occupation and the amount of training required followed in that
order. Individual groups within the total group differed concerning rank order,
and degree of importance attached to the various factors. A greater degree of
importance was attached to contribution to society, satisfaction from work and
special abilities by students who have seriously considered the scientific fields
than by students who expressed an interest in the field of business administra-
tion. Much less importance was attached to opportunity for advancement and
potential income by students interested in the scientific fields than was ex-
pressed b-- students interested in business administration andpublic relations.
Children of parents who have had a college education, or more, attach
greater importance to interest in the field, satisfaction from work, and spe-
ial abilities than do children of parents with no more than a high school
education. Less importance is attached to opportunity for advancement and
potential income by children of parents who have gone beyond college than by
offspring of parents who have not gone beyond high school or beyond college.
Females differed from males in intensity of feeling as to what factors
were important in choosing an occupation. Interest in the field and satisfac-
tion from work ranked first with both groups, but women placed a stronger em-
phasis on these factors than did the males. Females placed special abilities
as the third most important factor, but potential income and opportunities for
advancement preceded the selection of this factor by the males. Contribution
to society and the amount of training were regarded as more vital by the women
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then by men. Males rated prestige of the field more strongly than did the
females
.
Students in the 18-or under group (years of age) tended to place greater
emphasis on interest in the field, satisfaction from doing work and special
abilities than did the freshmen over 21 years of age. The older students ex-
pressed a greater relative interest in potential income and opportunity for
advancement than did their younger classmates.
Freshmen in CBA showed a tendency to place more emnhasis on opportunity
for advancement, potential income, and prestige of the occupation than did stu-
dents enrolled in other surveyed schools at ^oston University. Students in
CLA tended to give a higher ranking to contribution to society, satisfaction
from work and special abilities than did G8A students.
There were no major differences between students of the various income
groups as to the relative importance of the various factors in choosing an
occupation. However, prestige of the occupation did rate higher in the opinion
of the students from the lower income groups. Students who were employed either
full or part time placed less emohasis on potential income, opportunity for ad-
vancement and special abilities than did students who did not work. Other
factors were rated approximately the same bv students who were working and those
who were not.
FACTORS CONSIDERED MOST IMPORTANT IN JUDGING SUCCESS IN OWN OCCUPATIONAL FIELD
(See Table XIII, p 15)
Personal happiness ranked highest with both males and females, in fac-
tors considered to be most important in judging a person's success in his own
occupational field. It is interesting to note, however, that male students
tended to emphasize this factor -nore strongly than did female students. Males
(t
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showed a tendency to emphasize income, reputation of the field and position in
the field much r-ore than did the female students. Female students placed a
greater emphasis on competence in the job, contribution to society and satis-
faction from doing work than did the male students.
Students in the lower average-grade ranges showed a tendency to rank
personal happiness more strongly than did students in the median and high grade
ranges. High grade-average level students also tended to place greater empha-
sis on co Toetence in the job, satisfaction from work, contribution to society
and reputation outside the field than die students in the lower grade levels.
A greater relative emphasis is placed on income by students in the lower grade
levels than by students at the top of the academic scale.
Males in the different age levels tend to show more consistency in their
relative evaluation of factors considered to be important in judging a person'
success than do females.
Children of higher income groups tend to place a grea-ter emphasis upon
personal happiness than do the children of lower income groups, but all income
groups rate this f actor as the most important in judging success in a person's
own occupational field. Students from the lower income brackets tend to rate
satisfaction from work, contribution to society and job competence slightly
higher than do the students from upper income groups. Income, position in the
field and reputation of the field, received a higher rating from students in
the upper income levels than from the students representing lower income groups.
Children of orr: highly educated parents tended to rank reputation of the
field and competence in the job less highly than children of less well educated
parents. Students of highly educated parents showed a slight tendency to attach
greater importance to income and satisfaction from doing work than did students
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of parents who had not gone beyond high school, in judging success.
FIRST-HAND CONTACT WITH PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See p 17)
There were no significant differences between the two sexes in terms
of first-hand contact with the public relation's field. (No other crossbreaks
were made
.
)
ESTIMATE OF HOW WELL KNOWN IS PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See p 18)
Virtually one-half of the respondents voiced the opinion that the piiblic
relation's field was either not very well known, or not known at all. Members
of the female sex tended to consider the public relation's field to be better
known than did male students, although the margin of difference was not great.
WHERE FRESHMEN REPORTED PICKING UP KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
(See p 18)
No substantial differences were apparent by sex as to whether one source
of information about public relations would prove more fruitful than another.
Although the margin of differences were not large, students representing the
;
:10,000-0ver category tended to pick up more knowledge about the PR field from
virtually all of the listed sources than did the students representing the low-
income groups.
Students in the highest grade-average levels ap-ceared to gather more
information fro -11 popular magazines than did students in the median and low
grade levels. Other individual sources of information were not utilized to
any great extent by one gradedevel more than by another.
r
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ESTIMATE OF WHAT THE PUBLIC RELATION'S PRACTITIONER DOES IN HIS EVERYDAY WORK
(See p 20)
There were no significant differences between males and females as to
the type of work performed by the public relation's practitioner. (No other
crossbreaks were made.)
WHERE FRESHFEN WOULD GO TO PICK UP KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
(See p 19)
Kales and females were in substantial agreement as to where they would
go to pick up knowledge about the public relation's field. Freshmen in the
highest-grade-average levels said that they would turn to popular magazines
and friends for information about public relations more frequently than was so
indicated by students ranked at the lower grade-average levels. Students in
the lower-average ranges placed greater emphasis on radio and TV as a source
of information than did students at the top of the academic scale. Other cate-
gories ivere ranked relatively the same by all grade groups.
YEARS OF EDUCATION BEYOND HIGH SCHOOL NECESSARY TO BECCKE A PUBLIC RELATION'S
PRACTITIONER (See p 21)
Female students tended to report that more education was necessary to
ecome a public relation's practitioner than appeared to be the case in the
minds of the male freshmen. Children of parents who did not go beyond high
school placed a slightly greater emphasis on length of education than did the
students of parents who had gone to college, or beyond.
Students in the highest grade-average levels tended to attach greater
importance to education than did students in the lower grade-average levels.
No significant differences were apparent in terms of relative age.
b
<
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AVERAGE STARTING INCOME FOR NEWCOMER IN PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See Appendix,
Table p 22)
Males within the freshman class rated starting income in the public
relation's field as substantially lower than did the female students. This
factor was also apparent in the feminine opinions aboiit the fields of business
administration, journalism and scientific research. Children of parents who
had rone beyond college rated starting income for the PR field as lower than
did children of college and non-college parents.
Students of parents with an annual income below $10,000 per year placec
starting income at a lower level than did children of parents earning over
•1510,000 per year. Relative grades of students appeared to make no great dif-
ference, although there was an indication that the highest ranking students
placed starting income for the public relation' s^fleld at a lower level than
did students from the lower grade-average levels.
Freshmen from SPRC rated starting income for the public relation's
praxtitioner at a higher level than did students from other surveyed schools.
Lowest starting income for the PR field was listed by freshmen from CBA. Stu
dents over 21 years of age ranked starting income substantially lower than did
their younger classmates.
AVERAGE YEARLY INCOME FOR ESTABLISHED PERSON IN PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See
P 23)
Freshmen did not differ ouite as much in their opinions concerning
average yearly income of the PR practitioner as had been apparent in their
estimation of average starting income in the field. As they had with reference
to average starting income for PR, nale freshmen rated average yearly income
at a lower level than did female students. Ahe education of the parents ap-
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peared to make little difference in the opinions of the college freshmen.
Students of parents with an annual income of less than .'510,000 per year ranked
average yearly income for an established person lower than did children of
parents earning more than $10,000 oer year. Relative grade-average levels
seemed to have little significant difference. SPRC students rated annual in-
come to be slightly higher than did students of other survived schools. Rela-
tive age of the students made little substantial difference in their determine
tion of average yearly income of the public relation's practitioner.
TYPE OF PERSON WHO GOES INTO THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See p 2k)
Females placed greater emphasis on the understanding of and liking people
as characteristics of the men who went into the PR field than did male students.
Other characteristics were rated approximately the same by both sexes. Family
income did not appear tojbe reflected in students' opinions about the type of
men who entered PR. (No other crossbreaks were made.)
PERSONAL QUALITIES NEEDED TO SUCCEED IN THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD (See p 25)
Males considered organizing ability, perseverance and creativeness as
more important personal qualities needed for success in public relations than
was considered to be the case by females, however, the feminine sex placed
greated emphasis on getting along with people, understanding of and interest
in people than did the males.
Children of parents who earn over $10k000 per year attached less impor-
tance to creativeness, intelligence, organizing ability and interest in people
than did students of parents with lesser incomes. Students from the noper in-
come group attached more importance to ambition than did other fEeshmen. Other
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factors were rated approximately the same by the various income groups.
MAJOR GOALS OF PUBLIC RELATIONS (See p 25)
Approximately £6 percent of the females were uncertain as to the -ajor
goals of the public relation's field, as compered to £0 percent of the males.
f' the students who ventured an opinion, there were no substantial sex differ-
ences concerning the goals of the field.
AJOR FAULTS OF PUBLIC RELATIONS (See p 26)
The fact that 78 percent of the males and 86 percent of the females
found no major faults within the field of public relations would tend to make
such differences which did appear as not characteristic of any particular group
SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS OF PUBLIC RELATIONS (See p 27)
Seventy-six percent of the male freshmen and 82 percent of the female
students were unable to list specific achievements of the public relation's
field. Uncertainty about the daily work of the public relation's practitioner,
is goals and specific achievements may be a reflection of a lack of information
designed for public consumption, or an indication of uncertainty within the
field itself.
h
'WHETHER ADVANTAGES OF THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD ARF WORTH THE MOUNT OF
TRAINING AND WORK REQUIRED (See p 28)
Women within the freshman class rated advantages of the public relation's
field, as higher in terms of relative worth Tor the amount of training and work
reouired than did the men. Fifty-seven percent of the males reported that
such advantages would be definitely or probably worth the required effort. But
r
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68 percent of the women rated PR in this classification. Uncertainty as to
relative worth was more apparent among the males. Thirty percent of the men
said that they did not know, as compared to 20 percent of the females. Less
than three percent of the females said that the advantages w ould probably or
.efinitely not be worth the work and training required, but seven percent of
the -"ales were of this opinion. Students in the topmost grade-average levels
showed a tendency to rate advantages to be gained from public relations as
slightly higher than did students in the median and low-average levels.
SERIOUS CONSIDERATION GIVEN BY BOSTON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS TO PUBLIC RELATION'S
FIELD (See p 29)
tion of the public relation's field as a possible career. Twenty-two percent
of the male students likewise reported such consideration. In addition, Ik
percent of the females and 12 oercent of the males said that they had a special
interest in public relations. The various income groupings showed no substan-
tial differences in their consideration o p public relations as a oossible
career. Students from the high income groupings appeared to gravitate toward
the field of business administration, more so than toward other surveved fields.
Relative grade-average levels provided no significant differences, but a trenc
for top level students to give more consideration to public relations than
lower ranking students was apparent.
FIELDS WHICH ARE OVERCROWDED AT THE PRESENT TIME (See Appendix, Table 30 and
P 29)
There were no significant differences by spx as to overcrowding in the
field of public relations. Freshmen in CBA consistently considered the fields
of public relations, business administration, journalism and scientific re-
Twenty-six percent of the female freshmen reported serious considera-
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search to^substantially less overcrowded than did students of other surveyed
schools.
FIELDS WHICH HAVE MADE THE MOST PROGRESS IN LAST l£ YEARS (See p 30)
Females in the freshman class credited the public relation's field with
making slightly more progress within the last 1$ years than did male students.
(No other crossbrealcs were made.)
FIELDS WHICH PROVIDE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT (See p 30)
Opportunity for advancement in public relations was considered to be
better by female than by male students. Sixty-eight percent of the feminine
members of the freshmen class placed PR in the "good" or "very good" class, can-
pared to Sh "oercent of the men who did so. Five percent of the males classed
opportunities for advancement in public relations as "poor" to "very poor," but
less than two percent of the females placed the field in this cstegor\
.
FIELDS WHICH OFFER GREATEST OPPORTUNITY OF SUCCESS FOR QUALIFIED PERSON (See
P 31)
Females among the surveyed students rated opportunity for success in
PR as substantially higher than was the case by males. Women gave public
relations a 3.6 median rating, compared to a 3.0 rating by males. The women
also gave a higher rating to the field of journalism than did the males, (3.5>-
2.7)—lower to mechanical engineering, - U.U); certified public accounting,
(3.3 - 3.6); and chemical engineering, (I4.I4 - I4.6) —but were in substantial
agreement on business administration, O4.8 - I4.U) and scientific research,
(U.9 - 5.0) .
»
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RESTRICTION OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN PUBLIC RELATIONS (See p 2$)
No significant differences were apparent by sex or income group in
terms of restriction or non-restriction of job opportunities in public rela-
tions. Students in the highest grade-average level tended to report less
restriction than did freshmen in the median and low grade-average ranges.
IMPORTANCE OF PUBLIC RELATIONS TO NATIONAL ECONOMY (See p 26)
There were no significant differences on the basis of sex as to the
relative importance of the public relation's field to the national economy,
^either did income, parent education, age, school or emplo-mnent appear to
have any appreciable effect on the attitudes of the students.
SECURITY OF FIELDS DURIN3 AN ECONOMIC DEPRESSION (See p 33)
The feminine members of the freshman class considered the public rela-
tion's field to have greater relative security than appeared to be so in the
minds of their male classmates. Thirty-three percent of the freshmen women
reported the field to be secure, as compared to 2U percent oT the males who
said so. Fifty-two percent of the male students stated that the field was not
secure during an economic depression, in agreement with h3 percent of the fe-
male freshmen. Students from the high income group tended to credit PR with
more security during an economic depression than did freshmen from lower in-
come groups.
EXISTENCE OF UNETHICAL PRACTICES WITHIN FIELDS (See p 3k)
Students from the median and. upper income group considered unethical
practices to occur more freeuently than did freshmen from the low income group
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Freshmen with the highest grade-average rating stated that unethical practices
occurred less freouently in public relations than did median and low average-
grade level students. Sex, age, parent education and employment had little
substantial effect in determination by students as to whether unethical prac-
tices occurred in PR.
FIELDS WHICH HOLD HIGHEST PUBLIC RESPECT (See p 35)
Fenales credited the public relation's field with a slightly better
standing in public resoect than their male classmates, but still placed PR
at the bottom of surveyed fields. (No other crossbreaks were made. )
FIELDS WHICH HAVE DONE BEST JOB OF BUILDING REPUTATION WITH GENERAL PUBLIC
(See p 35)
i'omen among the boston University freshmen consider the public relation'
field to have done a better job of building it's reputation with the general
public than did their male classmates. (No other crossbreaks were made.)
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND itEGCMM ENDATIONS
It might be well for the public relation's practitioner to reflect upon
the attitudes and opinions of the college freshman towards his field before he
presses strongly for recognition of his occupation as a profession. The field
of public relations may be credited with performing exemplary services in terms
of building favorable public attitudes and opinions towards the clients which
it serves, but apparently the public relation's practitioners have not suc-
ceeded in winning similar public recognition for themselves, at least among
the freshmen at Boston University. This is not to sav that the practitioner
may not deserve favorable recognition.
Inadequate knowledge, misunderstanding and lack of contact with the
field of public relations were among the factors that appeared to result in a
comparatively poor rating for public relations by Boston University freshmen.
Of the seven fields covered in the survey, PR was ranked last by the students
in relative standing in public respect. Other fields covered within the snrve
ranked in their order of standing in public respect by the students, were
scientific research, chemical engineering, mechanical engineering, certified
public accounting, business administration, journal.ism and public relations.
The occurrence of unethical practices in the field was reported as hap-
pening "very often" by 27 percent of the freshmen, and "sometimes" by another
39 percent, however, while this estimate was considerably higher than that
reported by the freshmen as occurring within the scientific fields, unethical
ractices were said to occur more frequently in business administration and
journalism than in PR. On a comparative ba.sis, within the surveyed fields,
public relations was ranked next to last in terms of fields which offered the
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greatest opportunity of success for a qualified person. Only journalism was
listed below the public relation's field. Forty-nine oercent of the students
reported that PR would not be secure during an economic depression, .business
administration, however, was regarded as less secure.
The existence of unflattering stereotypes about the type of men who go
into public relations, while not listed by a large number of students, could
be considered to be harmful to the field. Some of the respondents described
the public relation's practitioner as a man who lacks in integrity and is a
propagandist. Low ratings were accorded to such characteristics, found in the
practitioner, as intelligence, ambition and creativeness. Approximately 70 per-
cent of the freshmen stated that the characteristics of getting along with
people, understanding of and interest in people were cualities needed to suc-
ceed in the public relation's field. But less than 2£ percent of the freshmen
stated that these qualities were represented in the type of men who were in the
occupation.
More than 80 percent of the students were unable to cite specific achiev
ments of public relations. The largest single achievement credited to the
field, better labor-management relations, was listed by less than five percent
of the respondents. Better communication, better advertising and better com-
pany-public relations were listed as achievements by less than two percent of
the students.
The major goals of the public relation's field seem to be relatively
obscure to the freshmen, ^ore than £2 percent of the students did not know
what the goals were supposed to be. Of thp students who ventured an opinion,
better relations and understanding between people was listed by 17 percent of
the freshmen, the largest single achievement reported by a single group. It
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s also interesting to note that truth, as a major goal of the public relation's
field was mentioned by less than two percent of the freshmen.
Factual knowledge about public relations is relatively scarce among the
college freshmen. There appears to be confusion in the minds of the students
as to just what the public relation's practitioner does in his everyday work.
The freshmen reported that the practitioner's work consisted of dealing with
people, striving for better relations, publicity, sales promotion, advertising,
public-organization relations, labor-management relations and coordinator of
information. He was also reported as doing personnel work, dealing with people's
personal problems, consumer research, social work, radio and TV, newspaper
work, working with the government, «r4 dealing with propaganda and seeking to
influence the opinions of others. No single function was listed by more than
2ii percent of the freshmen. The wide variety of responses concerning the every-
day work of the FR practitioner may be a reflection of the diversity of duties
he is actually called upon to fulfill. But it may also be due to the college
freshman's lack of contact with the field, or the scarcity of informative and
understandable literature designed for his personal consumption.
Thirty-two percent of the Boston University freshmen said that they hac
had no first-hand contact with the field. In addition, forty-five percent pro-
fess the belief that the field was not well known. It seems evident that pub-
lic relations has a selling campaign to undertake. PR must be sold not only
to industry and organizations which it serves, but must be sold to influential
groups and to the general public as well.
AREAS WHERE PROGRESS HAS BEEN MADE
While many of the attitudes and opinions of the Boston University fresh
men about public relations should cause the practitioner to pause in critical
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reflection of his field, attitudes and opinions in some areas indicate substan-
tial progress. Although PR had received comparatively low ratings in public
respect, use of unethical practices, etc., approximately 85 percent of the
students reported no major faults within the field. However, such listed faults
as insincerety, misinterpretation of attitudes, unethical practices, does not
reach the people, etc., should be corrected if they exist—and they do exist
in the minds of many college freshmen. If they do not exist in fact, then
this misunderstanding on the part of the students, and the layman if such be
the case, needs immediate attention.
An indication of the interest which the field of public relations has
generated may be ascertained from the fact that approximately 23 percent of
the freshmen reported that they had given serious consideration to the field
as a possible career. However, less than one percent of the students said
that they had decided upon the PR field as their future occupation, (^ifty-
two percent of the freshmen reported selection of a career during their first
semester in college.)
Sixty percent of the freshmen reported that advantages in the occupation
would "probably" if not "definitely" be worth the training and work reouired
for entrance into the field. Less than six percent reported that such advan-
tages would not be worth the effort reouired. 7ifty-nine percent of the stu-
dents said that opportunity for advancement in PR was either "good" or "very
good." •'-'ess than five percent stated that opportunity was "poor" to "very
poor.
"
Nearly 80 percent of the r espondents considered the field not to be
overcrowded. In contrast, business administration was regarded as overcrowded
y 38 percent, and journalism by h3 percent of the freshmen. Although ranked
last in terms of relative standing in public respect, PR tied for fourth posi-

tion with the field of business administration, as to which occupations had
done the best job of building their reputation with the general public. Certi-
fied public accounting and journalism were listed in sixth and seventh posi-
tions respectively". In importance to the national economy, PR was rated in
fourth position, ahead of mechanical engineering, certified public accounting
and journalism. Whether this rating is a reflection of actual or potential
importance to the national economy was not made clear.
Generally, women among members of the Boston University freshmen tended
to hold a more favorable attitude toward the field of public relations than
did their male classmates. This favorable attitude was especially evident in
such areas as relative income, security, public respect, reputation with the
general public, advantages within the field and progress over the last 1$ years.
MISCELLANEOUS FINDINGS
Uncertainty about the public relation's field is reflected in student
opinion in terms of restriction or non-restriction of job opportunities within
the occupation. There is a nearly equal division between freshmen who conside:
the field to be "restricted," those who consider it to be "non-restricted" and
those who place it in the "in-between" category. Clarification as to the work
performed by the public relation's practitioner would probably remove much of
the misunderstanding about the field.
The respondents placed starting income for the PR practitioner at ap-
proximately "3,65>0 p^r year, with average income for the/established person in
the field listed at about
-,7,li00 Der year. These estimates were higher than
reported for journalism, but substantially lox^er than those given for scien-
tific research and business administration.
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Sixty-six percent of the freshmen reported that at least four years of
college were necessary to become a public relation's practitioner. But the
students listed a higher educational reouirement for business administration,
journalism and scientific research.
The knowledge of public relations acouired by the students was reported
by them to have come primarily from newspapers, radio and TV. Popular maga-
zines and trade journals, usually a basic source of information about a field,
were ranked sixth and seventh as sources of acquired knowledge about PR. Friends
and classes were listed as the fourth and fifth sources.
Whereas newspapers, radio and 'TV served as primary sources for the ac-
cumulation of information about PR, these are sources which do not ordinarily
serve as reference areas for detailed information about the field, when
queried as to where they would go to gatner information about the field, less
than one-quarter of the students said that they would turn to the library.
nly four oercent reported that the^ would turn to trade journals for informa-
tion about public relations. Whether this is student recognition of a lack of
material about public relations is problematical. But it would seem that one
of the principal duties of the public relation's field is to see that adeouate
and understandable literature about the field be made available in easily ac-
cessible places and in media that reach the general public.
QUESTIONS THAT REQUIRE AN AUTHORATATIVE ANSWER
More information about the work of the public relation's practitioner
not only should be brought to the attention of the layman, but this material
should strive to answer questions about public relations that appear to need
clarification, at least in the minds of the students.

Some of the areas that appear to require authoratative answers are as
follows: What doesthe public relation's practitioner do in his everyday work?
What are the goals toward which the PR man strives? Is he succeeding in attain-
ing such goals, and if so, where has he succeeded? what are the specific
achievements of the field? How does the field of public relation's fit into
the national economy? What are the educational reauirements for entrance into
the field, if there are special requirements? Where can information about the
field be gathered? What are the opportunities for advancement? How secure is
the field during an economic depression? "What is being done to curb unethical
practices within the public relation's field if, and when, such occurrences
take place?
These Questions and any more need to be answered as fully as possible
if the general public is to be expected to accept public relations on an equal
footing with other recognized orofessions. Acceptance requires understanding.
On the basis of this survey of 75>0 Boston University freshmen, it is apparent
that the field of public relations is not thoroughly understood.
An organized and sustained information program directed toward the stu-
dent, and the layman, would provide more factual knowledge about the field.
Perhaps this could be the task of a central agency whose chief function would
e to disseminate information not only about the need for public relations,
ut the achievements of the field and the techniques by which this work was
performed.
It would, also seem to be the individual responsibility of each public
relation's practitioner to maintain ethical standards that would create favor-
able public respect for the field. If the field of public relations is to
attain the status of a profession, there can logically be no room for the

crackpots and unconscionable manipulators who cause the whole occupation to
be regarded with public disrespect.
CONCLUSION
Within this study are reported the knowledge of and attitudes and
opinions of 7!?0 Boston University freshmen as held concerning the field of
public relations. This study of college freshmen could be considered to be a
reflection of attitudes and opinions formulated, in part, during students'
secondary and elementary period of education. As such, the attitudes and
opinions of high school students may be ascertained to a degree. By the same
token, an awareness of the position of college freshmen may lead to the chart-
ing of an informational and educational program designed to strengthen and/or
correct the attitudes and opinions of college upperclassmen toward the public
relation's field.
It would also be reasonable t o assume that the attitudes and opinions
of college freshmen do not necessarily vary to any great extent with respect
to attitudes and opinions held by non-college men in similar age groups. This
study may prove to be more fruitful if aoproached from this point of view.
#
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TABLE XV
FIRST-HAND CONTACT WITH PUBLIC RELATIONS
Contact Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Great deal
Some
,
Not very much.
.
,
None
Not Ascertained,
,
62 12% 16 7% 78 10*
. 101 20 61 25 162 22
. 167 33 71 30 238 32
, 162 32 m 35 2U6 33
. 16 3 8 k 2h 3
5o8 100$ 2U0 100% 7U8 100$
Totals
TABLE XVI
ESTIMATE OF HOW WELL KNOWN IS PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
How Well Known Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Very well known.
. . .
,
'^uite a few p eople .
Not very well known,
Not known at all
Not Ascertained.
Totals
55
160
239
2h
30
508
11$
31
hi
5
6
100$
32
9k
96
7
13
21)2
13*
39
Uo
3
5
100$
87
25U
335
31
U3
750
12$
3U
U5
It
5
100$

TABLE XVII
WHERE FRESHMEN REPORTED PICKIMG UP KNOWLEDGE
ABOUT PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
Source "ale Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Newspapers 258 $o>& 115 kQ% 373
Radio 217 1*2 93 ' 39 310
TV 190 37 80 33 270
Popular Magazines 138 27 6f 28 206
Friends 1U0 27 75 31 215
Classes 11*1 27 77 32 218
Trade Journals 13U 26 50 21 181*
Hearsay 125 2k 52 22 177
Relatives 102 20 k9 20 l5l
Work 91* 18 29 12 123
Others 72 Ik 27 11 99
Not Any 25 5 13 5 3§_
Totals I636 317^ 728 302^
(No limits placed^on^resrxmses by each^uclent. )
N-75*
$0$
ill
36
27
29
29
2k
2h
20
16
13
5
2361) 31U>
TABLE XVIII
WHERE FRESHMEN WOULD GO TO PICK UP KNOWLEDGE
ABOUT PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
Source Tale Percent Female Percent Mo. in Group Percer
115 22^ 63 26% 178 2k%
55 11 23 10 78 10
96 19 60 25 156 21
SPRC 51 10 32 13 83 11
U6 9 2k 10 70 9
Write PR dept. of Company 3U 7 12 5 1*6 6
27 k
19 3
10 1
15 2
28 k
116 23 51 21 167 22
Totals 513 101% 265 110% 877 111%
M»513 N-752
(No limits placed on responses by each student.)

TABLE XIX
ESTIMATE OF WHAT THE PUBLIC RELATION'S PRACTITIONER
DOES IN HIS EVERYDAY WORK
: Per-: : Per-: Sex 'tot: Per-: Total : Per-
Work Kale: cent: Female: cent; Known :cent: Group : cent
Dealing with people 106 21$ L8 20£t- \J /u 18 2^ 162 22$
rUDiicix.y, saxes promoi/ion
8U 16 29 1_L 119J-J-7
Public-orgsniz ation
82 16 27 11 109 Hi
38 7 22 9 \ 1 65 9
Labor-msnagement relations 35 7 6 2 Ul 5
People's personal nroblems 25 20 8 I 1 50 7
18 a 15 6 3 0# U6 6
8 2 6 2 11* 2
12 2 12 2
22 3 22 3
17 2 17 2
12 2 12 2
7 1 7 1
Coordinator of information 7 1 7 1
6 1 6 1
3 1 3 1 1 10 1
TotsIs 50U 99% 231 12U 18# 871 ii5'£
N=5H =2U1 N=752
(Freshmen were not limited es to number of responses)
* Less than h of 1%
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TABLE XX
YEARS OF EDUCATION BKYOND HIGH SCHOOL NECESSARY TO BECOME A PR FRACT IIIONER
Yerrs of School Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
PUBLIC RELATIONS—
0-3 years 185 36$ hi 18* 226 27%
h years 237 1*6 137 56 Ih 50
5 years 22 h 21 9 U3 6
6 years 22 h 20 8 U2 6
More than six years 15 3 9 h 2i| h
Not Ascertained 29 6 11 5 lj£ 6
Totals £LT 99l 2lO 100% 752 99%
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
0-3 years 130 26% hi 18% 226 27$
h years 325 63 157 65 U82 6h
5 years 22 h 9 h 31 h
6 years 17 3 7 3 2h 3
More than six years 8 2 2 1 10 1
Not ascertained 11 2 5 2_ 16 2
Totals 511 100% 2iq IPO'S 752 100%
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
0-3 years 8 2$ 2 1% 10 2$
h years 66 13 26 11 92 12
5 years 53 10 26 11 79 10
6 years 19U 38 90 37 28U 38
T ore than six years 169 33 82 3h 25l 33
Not Ascertained 22 h 15 6 37 5
Totals 512 1005 2I4I 100£ 753 100%
JOURNALISM '
0-3 years 269 52% 160 66$ h29 56%
h years 129 25 22 9 151 20
5 years 36 7 28 12 6h 9
6 years 36 7 19 8 55 8
More than six years 20 h h 2 2h 3
Not Ascertained 20 h 7 3_ 27 h
Totals 510 99% 2U0 lOOl TZO 100%
N-511 N-2U1 N-752
••
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TABLE XXI
AVERAGE STARTING INCOME FOR NEWCOMER IN PUBLIC RELATIONS FIELD
Income Male Percent ?emale Percent No. in Group Percent
PUBLIC RELATIONS
$2,000-33,500 251 k9% 99 kl% 350 hl%
3,600- 5,000 197 38 73 30 270 36
5,100- 6,500 32 6 21 10 53 7
6,600- 8,000 9 2 k 2 13 2
8,000- Over 2 0* 2 1 b 0*
Not Ascertained 20 k ^2 21 62 8_
Totals 511 99% 2U1 100$ 752 100$
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
j>2, 000-§3,500 lhk Wo 63 26% 207 28$
3,600- 5,000 2U0 U7 87 36 327 Ii5
5,100- 6,500 65 13 12 17 107 lk
6,600- 8,000 27 5 10 k 37 U
8,000- Over 10 2 2 1 12 2
Not Ascertained 26 k 37 l5_ 63 8
Totals 512 100:1 2kl 99% 753 101%
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
.,2,OCO-;3,50C 70 lk% 3k lk% lOh lh%
3,600- 5,000 210 ill 91 38 301 kO
5,100- 6,500 131 26 U8 20 179 2k
6,600- 8,000 61 12 22 9 83 11
8,000- Over 19 U 8 3 27 k
Not Ascertained 21 3 38 16 59 7
Totals 512 lOOl 2lH lOOl 753 100%
JOURNALISM
^2,ooo-,;3,5oo 273 53$ 132 55^ 1j05 55$
3,600- 5,000 171 33 51 21 222 29
5,100- 6,500 32 6 II4 6 U6 6
6,600- 8,000 12 2 2 1 6 1
6,000- Over 20 5 39 16 59 7
Totals £l2 lOOl 2UI lOOl 7^3 300
'
N=5H N=2U1 M*752
•
6h
TABLE XXII
AVERAGE YEARLY INCOME FOR ESTABLISHED PERSON IN PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
Income Male Percent Female Percent go. in Group Percent
PUBLIC RELATIONS
13,000-^,900 6U 13% 22 9% 86 11%
5,000- 6,900 166 33 70 29 236 31
7,000- 8,900 128 25 50 21 178 2ii
9,000-10,900 81 16 30 13 111 15
11,000-12,900 26 5 12 5 38 5
13,000-Over Ik 3 9 h 23 3
i-Jot Ascertained 32 6 U8 ' 19 80 11
Totals 511 IPG/-. 2U1 100^ 752 lOCT
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
i3,odo-m,9do 22 k% 13 5% 35 h%
5,000- 6,900 112 22 52 22 16U 22
7,000- 8,900 152 30 5U 22 206 27
9,000-10,900 100 20 U6 19 1U6 19
11,000-12,900 U8 9 2ii 10 72 10
13,000-Over 51 10 15 7 66 9
ot Ascertained 26 5 37 15 63 9
Totals ~~ 513 166% 270 106! 752 lOOfr
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
}3,COO-„;li,900 25 $t 16 1% la &%
5,000- 6,900 Qk 16 hh 18 128 16
7,000- 8,900 1U9 29 52 22 201 27
9,000-10,900 128 25 I46 19 17U 23
11,000-12,900 57 11 20 8 77 10
13,000-Over 39 9 20 8 59 8
^ot Ascertained 29 5 h3 18 72 10
Totals 511 100;^ 2U1 100,^ "7^2 LOOT
JOURNALISM
^3,000-;|U,900 55 11% 36 1$% 91 12%
5,000- 6,900 213 12 80 33 293 39
7,000- 8,900 122 2h U8 20 170 23
9,000-10,900 57 11 27 11 8U 11
11,000-12,900 16 3 9 h 25 3
13,000-Over 16 3 5 2 21 3
Not Ascertained 32 6 36 15 68 9
Totals 511 100% 2lO T66% ~7F2 TOOT
N=5ll N=2hl N=752

TABLE XXIII
TYPE OF PERSON WHO GOES INTO THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
Per- Per- Sex Hot Per- Total Per
Characteristics Male cent :l"female cent : Known : cent: Group: cent
128 25% 60 rs rff2$% — — loo 25^
98 19 92 38 * — 190 25
Understands people and
62 12 h2 17 7 1 111 15
Personable, even tempered hh 9 18 7 — 62 8
38 7 6 5 1 58 8
Good person?lity and/or
1*0 8 li 5
a 1
11* 2 65 9
18 h 12 5 30 h
Interest in helping people
- - - 25 3 25 3
9 1 9 1
8 1 8 1
h 1 a 1
8 1 8 1
7 1 7 1
14 2 7 3 21 3 1*1* 6
112 22 1*6 19 158 21
Totals 108 303 125 168
. . ^ , . 967 130
N=£L1 N=2ia Mr 752
(Freshmen not limited as to , number of responses.
)
TABLE XXIV
ESTIMATE OF PSRSO^L QUALITIES NEEDED TO SUCCEED IN THE PUBLIC RELATION'S FIEL
Qualities Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Getting along with peonle 31*7 6Q% 179 7M 526 70%
Understanding of people.. 31x5 67 178 71* 523 70
291 57 171; 72 1*65 62
129 25 57 21* 186 25
13U 26 1*9 20 183 21*
113 22 56 23 169 22
91* 18 31 13 125 17
86 17 hi 17 127 17
82 16 32 13 lli 15
8U 16 5U 22 138 18
77 15 23 10 100 13
63 12 29 12 92 12
Totals l81±5 359% 903 371^ 27U8 36^
N-511 N*ZI*1 =1\T=752
(Freshmen not limited as to number of responses.)
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TABLE XXV
MAJOR GOALS OF PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
Per- Per- Se^^. Per- Total Per-
Goals Male : cent : Female ; cent : Known : cent ; Group : cent
Better relations under-
standing between people . . 7h lk% h9 20% - - 123 17%
" comnany-public relations 60 12 11 5 71 9
" labor-mgm't relations.. 33 6 8 3 J|l 5
Improve human relations.. 27 5 5 2 - - 32 h
Help for those/n need.... 11 2 8 3 19 3
Peaceful use of atom - - - - 26 3 26 3
New imrorovemei ts, in-
ventions - - 12 2 12 2
Secret of universe - - - - 2h 3 2h 3
Improve defense, security - - 26 3 26 3
Truth
- -.-hi hi
Advance the field 3 0* 3 0*
Others - - 10 1 10 1
Not ascertained 257 gO 136 56 - - 393 52
Totals Il62 H9% 217 $9% 105 13% 7»U 103%"
(Freshmen not limited as to total number of responses. )
* Less than \ of 1%
TABLE XXVI
MAJOR FAULTS OF PUBLIC RELATE OMS
Faults
Per- Per- Per- Total Per-
Male ; cent ; Female : cent: Known ; cent; Group: cent
Unethical, insincere - -
Limited opportunities.... *
Low wages
Too much bad advertising. -
Not well established - - -
Misinterpret attitudes... -
Does not reach the people -
Hard to get a. .job in
Others -
Not Ascertained 391; 7$% 207 86^
39H 7$% 207 851
33 ht 33 hi
20 3 20 3
11 1 11 1
16 2 16 2
8 1 8 1
6 1 6 1
5 1 5 1
6 1 6 1
3 0* 3 Or,
601 85?°
108 lit 709 99^Totals
(Freshmen not limited ?s to total number of responses.)
* Less than \ of 1%
*r
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TABLE XXVII
SPECIFIC ACHIEVEMENTS OF PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
Per- Per-
Krt8wn
Per- Total Per-
Achievements Male : cent • Female : cent : cent : Group : cent
39 $% 39 $%
Better labor-management
5% 7 3% k 1% 36
Better entertainment 21 h 11 5 - 32 k
" comp?ny-public rel's. 7 1 3 1 10 1
Ik 2 11* 2
Ik 2 lk 2
Contribution to cherity. . 3 1 I 2 8 1
76 198 82 587 80
Totals Jih$ 87,t 22h 93% 71 9% 71*0 100%
(Freshmen not limited as to total number of responses
.)
TABLE XXVIII
WHETHER ADVANTAGES OF PR ARE WORTH THE AMOUNT 0? TRAINING AND WORK REQUIRED
Response Male Percent Female Percent No, in Group Percent
Definitely worth it 138 27% 90 37% 228 30^
Probably worth it 153 30 76 31 229 30
Don't Know 156 30 k9 20 205 27
Probably-definitely not.. 35 7 8 3 h3 6
Not Ascertained.... 29 6 17 7 1*6 7_
Totals 511 100% 2k0 \ Q '> 751 100$
N-511 N-2l*0 N-751
r
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TABLE XXIX
SERIOUS CONSIDERATION GIVEN BY BOSTON UNIVERSITY STUDENTS TO PUBLIC RELATIONS
Fields Kale Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Business Administration. 221 h3% 29 12% 250 33%
Journalism 126 25 71 29 197 26
Public Relations 112 22 63 26 175 23
Certified Public Acc't.. 95 19 11 5 106 II4
Scientific Research 77 15 32 13 109 1U
Mechanical engineering.. 76 15 3 1 79 11
Chemical Engineering.... 6l 12 2 1 63 8
lone of above fields 73 1U 87 36 160 21
lot Ascertained 23 h 12 5 35 5_
Totals 861+ l6?% 310 128;? 11 7U 155^
N-^il N-210. N-7^2
(
vreshnen were not limited as to total number of responses.
~
TABLE XXX
FIELDS WHICH ARE OVERCROWDED AT THE PRESET TIME
Fields Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
.212 1*1* Ill h6% 323 k3%
Business Administration.
.
193 38 91 37 28U 38
Certified Public Acc ' t . 98 19 57 2h 155 21
107 21 hi 20 15k 20
Mechanical Engineering. . Uo 8 12 5 52 7
37 7 15 6 52 7
11 2 k 2 15 2
k 1 6 2 10 1
169 33 63 26 232 31
7 1 7 3 ill 2
Totals 878 171% 103 171* 1291 172%
N-511 N-210. N=752
(Freshmen were not limited as to total number of responses.)
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TABLE XXX
I
FIELDS WHICH HAVE MADE THE MOST PROGRESS IN LAST 15 YEARS
Fields ^ale Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
Scientific Research k23 $3% 206 85$ 629 &h%
Chemical Engineering 382 75 lk9 62 531 71
Mechanical Engineering... 298 58 122 51 1^20 56
Public Relations 193 38 106 kh 299 kO
Business Administration.. 82 16 35 15 117 16
Journalism 37 7 3k Ik 71 9
Certified public Acc't... 55 11 12 5 67 9
Not Ascertained ..... 13 3 12 5 25 3_
Totals lii83 291'^ 676 281% 2159 288%
N=5H Ns2lil N-752
(Freshmen asked to choose top three fields.)
TABLE XXXII
FIELDS WHICH PROVIDE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY
FOR ADVANCEMENT
(^) '00
^e?oTs^ Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Very good. .......
Good
Fair
,
Poor to very poor,
Not Ascertained.
.
,
79 16% 6k 272 lii3 19%
199 39 102 U2 301 ko
178 35 55 23 233 31
28 5 6 2 3k 5
25 5 15 6 ko 5
509 100% 21*2 100% 751 100$Totals
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Very good 230 25$ 113 kit 3U3 )£%
Good 153 30 76 32 229 31
Fair 87 17 32 13 119 16
Foor to very poor 20 U 8 3 28 3
Not Ascertained 19 U 13 5 32 k
Totals ~£0T 100^ 2TT2 100^ 75L 100%
Cont
.

TABLE XXXII Gont.
FIELDS WHICH PROVIDE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY
FOR ADVANCEMENT
rtunity in
Fields Male percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Very good 122 2h% 93 39% 215 29%
Good 21U k2 86 36 300 liO
Fair 136 27 U8 20 181; 21*
Poor to very poor 20 h k 1 2k 3
Not Ascertained 17 3_ 11 h 28 k
Totals 509 100% 2U2 100% 751 100%
JOURNALISM
Very good 109 21% $2 21% l6l 22%
Good 208 ip. 88 37 296 39
Fair 125 25 76 31 201 27
Poor to very coor.. k9 9 lli 6 63 8
Not ascertained 19 k 12 5 31 h
Totals 510 100^ 2h2 100% 752 ICC
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Very good 272 53£ 120 $0% 392 $2%
Good 1U7 29 95 39 2U2 32
Fair 65 13 16 7 81 11
Poor to very poor 8 1 - - 8 1
Not Ascertained 17 h 11 k 28 h
Totals ^09 lOOl 2H2 lOOl 751 100%
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Very good 221* bh% 100 ltl«€ 32li h3%
Good 189 37 99 111 288 39
Fair 75 15 21 9 96 13
Poor to very poor 6 1 5 2 11 1
Not Ascertained 15 3 17 7 32 h
Totals 5l0 lOOl 2T2 lOOl 752 100?
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
Very good 109 21% 52 22$ 161 22$
Good 208 lil 88 36 256 39
Fair 125 25 76 31 201 27
Poor to very poor U9 9 111 6 63 8
Not Ascertained 19 h 12 5 31 h
Totals 510 100% 2U2 100% 751 100%
N^ll N^2]l2 ^7^2
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TABLE XXXIII
FIELDS WHICH OFFER GREATEST OPPORTUNITY Of SUCCESS FOR QUALIFIED PERSON
(Ranked
)
Not
Fields 1 2 3 If 5 6 7 kscertained Total
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Male (No. in Group)... . 20 36 50 51* 7h 101 121 52 508
( 7) (10) (10) (15) (20) (21*) (10)
Female (No . in Group ) .
.
. XI 28 20 27 35 57 30 30 21*1
(Percent) (12, ( 8) (11) (15) (21;) 12
)
(12)
Total (M & F)
. 3h 6k 70 01 ioy 158 151 82 7U9
(Percent) ( 9) ( 9) (ID (11*) (21) (20) (11)
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Male ( No . in Group ) . . .159 65 68 51 U3 31 1*6 1*6 508
(13) U3; v y) ( 6) ( 9) (9)
Femal e ( No . in Group ) . . 81 28 22 lo 21* 12 29 29 21*1
.(31*) (11) ( 9) ( 7) (10; ( 5) (12) (12)
93 90 67 67 1*3 75 75 71*9
( 32) (12) (12) ( 9) ( 9) ( 6) (10) (10)
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
53 59 87 72 1*2 22 1*6 508
.(25) (10) (13) (17) (11*) ( 8) ( 1*) ( 9)
Female ( No . in Group ) .
.
. 67 21* 28 31* 27 27 8 26 21*1
.(28) (10) (11) ( 3) (11)
Total (Mo. in Group).. .19)4 77 87 121 99 69 30 72 71*9
(10) (12) (16) (13) ( 9) ( h) (10)
JOURNALISM
Male ( No . in Group ) . . . 16 39 1*5 1*6 68 121 125 1*8 508
.( 3) ( 7) ( 9) ( 9) (13) (21*) (25) (9)
Female ( No . in Group ) . . 17 28 22 31 32 25 60 26 21*1
. (7) (12) ( 9) (13) (13) (10) (25)
67 67 77 100 1U6 185 71* 71*9
. (h) (9) (9) (10) (13) (20) (25)
*
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TABLE XXXIV
RESTRICTION OF JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN PUBLIC RELATION'S FIELD
Field ^ale Percent Female Percent No, in Group Percent
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Least Restricted 152 30$ 82 3h% 23h 31%
Host Restricted 103 20 la 17 Ihh 19
In Between 158 31 67 28 225 30
Not ascertained 102 19 52 21 XgU 20
Totals £15 100^ 2H2 lOOl 7^7 100f
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Least Restricted 2% 53% 115 1*7$ 389 52$
Most Restricted 102 20 72 30 17U 23
In Between 53 10 19 8 72 9
Not Ascertained 87 17 36 15 123 16
Totals 516 100$ 2U2 100% 758 100?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Least Restricted 182 36? 96 h0% 278 37$
Most Restricted 103 20 12 17 lii5 19
In Between Ikh 28 60 25 20I4 27
Not Ascertained 82 16 Ijk 18 126 17
""Totals 511 100% 2U2 100?o 753
™~
1Q0%
JOURNALISM
Least Restricted 98 19$ h$ 19% 1U3 19$
f'ost Restricted 203 UO 10i* h3 307 Ul
In Between 128 25 59 2h 187 25
Not Ascertained 85 16 3k lit 119 16_
Totals 5lli 100$ 2!t2 "" 100$ 756 101$
M-511 N-2)42 N-753

TABLE XXXV
IMPORTANCE OF FIELDS TO NATIONAL ECONOMY
Not
field 1 2 3 h 5 6 7 Ascertained Total
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Male (No. in Group) 1*2 89 71 la 59 68 86 51i 510
(Percent) (8) (18) (11*) (8) (10 (13) (17) (11)
Female (No. in Group)... 21* 1*6 30 30 30 33 23 26 21*2
(Percent) (10) (19) (12) (12) (12) (11*) (10) (11) •
Total (M Sr. F) 66 135 101 71 89 101 109 80 752
(Percent) (9) (18) (13) (10) (12) (13) (110 (11)
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Male (No. in Group). .. .106 88 58 61* 53 39 U5 56 509
(Percent) (21) (17) (11) (13) (10) (8) (9) (11)
Female(No. in Group)... 58 33 35 35 18 11 26 26 21*2
(Percent) (21*) (13) (15) (15) ( 6) ( 5) (11) (11)
Total (M & F) 16U 121 93 99 71 50 71 82 75l
(Percent) (23) (16) (12) (13) ( 9) ( 7) ( 9) (11)
BUSINESS ADM I ;\rISTRAT ION
Male (No. in Group) 251 61 31 h2 27 31 17 1*9 509
(Percent) (h9) (12) ( 6) ( 8 ) ( 5) ( 6) ( 3) (11)
Female (No. in Group)... Ill 37 13 2h 15 11 9 22 21*2
(Percent) (1*6) (15) ( 5) (10) ( 6) ( 5) ( h) (9)
Total (M & F) 362 98 hh 66 1*2 1x2 26 71 751
(Percent) (1*8) (13) ( 6) ( 9 ) ( 6) ( 6 ) ( 3 ) (9)
JOURNALISM
Male ((to. in Group) II* 1*0 1*6 65 60 88 138 58 509
(3) ( 8) ( 9) (13) (12) (17) ( 2?) (11)
Female (No. in Group).. 5 10 26 33 38 h3 61 26 2L2
(Percent) (2) ( 1*) (11) (11*) (16) (18) (25) (10)
Total (M & F) 19 50 72 98 98 131 199 81* 551
(Percent) (3) ( 7) (10) (13) (13) (17) (26) (11)
N-752
.... JL_i 1±£ C
(
7h
TABLE XXXVI
SECURITY OF FIELDS DURING AN ECONOMIC DEPRESSION
Fields Male Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percen
PUBLIC RELATIONS
121 2\\% 79 200 21%
. 265 52 10h U3 369 U9
123 2k 59 2k 182 21*
Totals 509 100^ 2h2 100% 751 100'5
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
289 57% lli5 6o% ii3k 58£
. 115 23 38 16 153 20
105 20 59 2h 16U 22
Totals 509 1003 2ii2 100% 7*1 1003
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Secure flo -L 1 JO 16%
, 321 63 161 66 U82 61*
101 20 Ji9147 20 150 20
Totals 5n 100% 2hh 100% 755 100%
JOURNALISM
Secure.- ......... 200 19t 101 )\2t
. 207 \a 90 37 297 1*0
. 102 20 51 21 153 20
Totals 509 10055 2U2 100% 751 100£
CHEMICAL EMjINEERING
Secure. . ........... 259 12? 51%" 382 51?
1*5 19 168 22
25 7ii 30 201 27
Totals 509 100% 2U2 100 '3 751 100$
MECHAN1CAL ENG I r\fEERI NG
. 231 i on lil*%
. 1U5 28 65 27 210 28
. 13ii 27 77 32 211 28
Totals 510 100%" 2U2 100% 752 100^
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
. 152 30% iiU 18* 196 26%
51 lh5 60 kok 51*
. 98 19 53 22 151 20
Totals 509 100g 2^2 1003 751 100%
N=5ll N=2U2 N=75l
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TABLE XXXVII
EXISTENCE OF UNETHICAL PRACTICES WITHIN FIELDS
Fields Kale Percent Female Percent No. in Group Percent
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Yes very often 11*8 29% 56 23% 20k 27%
Yes, sometimes 299 58 153 63 1*52 60
No, never 23 1* 10 1* 33 h
Not Ascertained hh 9 23 10 67 9
Totals ~~~5ll* 100% 2U2 100% 756 1003
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Yes, very often 28 $% 13 $% Ul 5$
Yes, sometimes 321 63 11*0 58 l*6l 6l
No, never 127 25 73 30 200 27
Not Ascertained 33 7 16 7 1*9 7
Totals 509 100% 21*2 100% 751 100?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Yes, very often 203 1*0$ 95 39$ 298 1*0$
Yes, sometimes 280 55 136 56' 1*16 55
No, never 2 0* 1 0* 3 0*
Not Ascertained 26 5 10 1* 3§ 5
Totals 511 100^ 21*2 99% 753 lOOt
JOURNALISM
Yes, very often 210 KL% 83 3h% 293 39$
Yes, sometimes 255 15 139 58 391* 52
No, never 17 3 5 2 22 3
Not Ascertained 27 6_ 15 6 1*2 6
Totals 509 100% 2l& 100% 751 100%
N-511 N«21*1 N»752
* Less than h of 1%
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TABLE XXXVIII
FIELDS WHICH HOLD HIGHEST PUBLIC RESPECT
Fields 1 2 3 h 5 6 7
Not
Ascertained Total
PUBLIC RELATIONS
.
.21 k3 36 57 76 8U 135 56 508
( 9) ( 7) (11) (15) (17) (26) (11)
Female ( No . in Group ) .
.
. 8 20 20 37 35 59 39 2k 2U1
.( 3) ( 8) ( 8) (15) (15) (25) (16) (10)
Total (M & F) 29 63 56 9h 111 1U3 Uk 80 7U9
.( h) ( 8) ( 7) (13) (15) (19)(*3) (11)
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Male (No. in Group)... .273 71 39 32 20 12 1U U8 508
(1U) ( 8) ( 6) ( k) ( 3) ( 3) (9)
Female
.
( No . in Group ) .165 27 6 6 5 3 7 22 211
.(68) (11) ( 2) ( 3) ( 2) ( 1) ( 1) ( 9)
Total (M & F) L38 98 U5 38 25 15 21 70 7U9
.(58) (13) ( 6) ( 5) ( k) ( 2) ( 3) ( 9)
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Male (No. in Group).. . 72 69 U6 59 97 76 37 5u pOo
(lu) ( 9) (12) (19) (15) ( 7) (10)
Female (No. in Group). . 19 27 26 37 U5 U2 21 2U 214.1
.( 8) (ID (11) (15) (19) (17) ( 9) (10)
96 72 96 1U2 118 58 7o 7a9
.(12) (13) ( 9) (13) (19) (16) ( 8) (10;
JOURNALISM
Male ( No . in Group ) . . . 29 30 38 59 83 112 103 508
.( 6) ( 6) ( 7) (11) (16) (22) (20) (10)
Female ( No . in Group . . 6 2U 25 28 3h Uh 5U 26 210-
.( 3) (10) (10) (12) (11) (18) (22) (ID
35 5h 63 87 117 156 157 80 7k9
( 5) ( 7) ( 8) (11) (16) (21) (21) (21)
N=752

TABLE XXxfacA CJjEj AAA
FIELDS WHICH HAVE DONE BEST JOB OF BUILDING REPUTATION WITH GENERAL PUBLIC
Not
TX ?c ). p 71 Total
s ujjIjxV-/ n.H/j_ifti lung
Male ( No . in Group ) . .
.
. 61 55 1*1 1*3 62 81 82 81* 508
11 QO Q 12 t /L16 16 17
Femal e ( No . in Group ) . . 22 31* 22 23 31 39 19 51 21a
. 9 Ik O7 10 13 16 8 21
.83 89 63 66 93 120 101 135 71*9
. 11 12 8 9 12 16 13 18
oGIaL'Ult'IL, RiSfcAaCn
Male (No. in Group)... .181 7k 55 1*7 35 18 22 22 508
.(35) \Vi>) 111; \ 9) ( n\ \ h) \ h) lip;
Female (No. in Group). .102 30 18 17 9 10 5 5o 21*1
.(1*2) (12) ( 7) ( 7) (1*) (U) (2) (20)
,283 lol* 73 6h 1*1* 28 27 127 lh9
. 36 11* 10 9 6 k 1* 17
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Male ( No . in Group ) . . . U9 h9 51 88 80 i*2 80 508
.(10) (10) ft rs \(10) (17) (16) (13) f Q \( 8) ft c \(16)
Female (No. in Group).
. 23 23 21 33 37 37 19 1*8 21*1
.( 9) (10) ( 9) (11*) (15) (15) ( 8) (20)
72 72 121 117 106 61 128 71*9
. 10 10 10 16 15 11* 8 17
JOURNALISM
Male ( No . in Group ) . . . 38 1*8 16 U6 55 82 110 81* 508
.( 8) ( 9) ( 9) ( 9) (ID (16) (22) (16)
Female (No. in Group). . 16 25 19 2h 23 32 51 51 21*1
.( 7) (10) ( 8) (10) (10) (13) (21) (21)
. 51* 73 6k 70 78 111* 161 135 71*9
.( 8) (10) ( 9) ( 9) (10) (15) (21) (18)
N=752





